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When you were a child, did you ever make paper covers for your schoolbooks? You proba-

bly wanted to protect your books, but you may also have been trying to decorate them as

inexpensively as possible. Some of your childhood classmates might even have covered

their books with pages of the Sunday comics, putting discarded but colorful literature to

new uses. Similarly, many of us in today's print-happy academic world regularly recycle

our old computer printouts of drafted articles and papers, turning them over and using

them as scratch paper.

Hidden for All to See
Duke's Medieval and Early Modern
Manuscript Fragments

These simple practices have a connection to the past—and to libraries—that you

might not imagine. A recent survey of items in Duke's Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special

Collections Library revealed a surprising variety of cases where old medieval and early

modern manuscripts—texts written by hand on parchment between the eleventh and sev-

enteenth centuries—had been cut apart and incorporated into the bindings of books

printed and bound in the fifteenth through eighteenth centuries. In many instances, the

leaves of the manuscripts were trimmed down and used to cover the books' boards, rather

like permanent glued-on dust jackets. Several bindings of this sort boast covers made from

beautiful illuminated manuscripts, with gilded initials and decorative elements like birds

and flowers flowing down the sides of the manuscript text. A few manuscripts written

on one side of the parchment only (as was common with legal documents) were bound

with the written side against the books' boards, the writing showing faintly through the

skin, but legible in mirror image. Still other manuscripts were recycled either as flyleaves to

the printed books, as binding reinforcements in the spine, or as pastedowns that line the

interiors of the books' boards.

The medieval and early modern custom (it employing manuscript fragments in

bindings such as the ones in our collection has been widely known by scholars for some

time and at other libraries has led to the recovery of crucial pieces of literature that might

otherwise have been lost entirely. Until quite recently, however, the fragments at Duke

had passed virtually unobserved by the academic community. They have now been system-

atically searched and inventoried in a preliminary finding-aid that will make them accessi-

ble to students from a wide variety of disciplines, including history, literature, musicology,

palaeography, classical studies, art history, and theology. Many of the incomplete 1 atin

texts have been identified by title and author, while several texts written in the German and

French vernaculars and a few fragments of legal and musical texts still remain unidentified.

Manuscript fragments such as Duke's remain virtually invisible to students and

researchers primarily because the fragments have been incorporated into the bindings

of later printed books to which they bear no immediately obvious relation. Indeed, a frag-
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The medieval and early

modern custom of

employing manuscript

fragments in bindings

such as the ones in our

collection has been

widely known by

scholars for some time

and at other libraries

has led to the recovery

of crucial pieces of

literature that might

otherwise have been

lost entirely.

ment's presence usually appears

entirely incidental to the printed book

itself, with the vellum manuscript

remnant serving in a structural

capacity as recycled binding materials.

A library's standard cataloguing of

such a volume might note "vellum

manuscript fragment within binding,"

but without self-evident identifiers

like titles, subjects and authors,

fragments can pass largely unnoticed

for centuries. Because they are bits

and pieces of texts broken apart and

imbedded within the structural

support of larger printed texts—the

main texts of the volumes in question,

whose titles, authors and printing

data are nicely provided on the title

page or colophon—manuscript

fragments frequently escape scholarly

observation.

Until the recent I Hike

inventory, someone studying Roman

law or the legal issues of slavery in

the ancient world would have had no

way of knowing that the Duke Library

possesses two leaves of the Emperor

Justinian's great encyclopedia of law,

the Digest. Dukes fragment consists

of two full leaves cut from an imposing

manuscript and contains various

Roman legal authorities' definitions of

fugitive slaves. Almost as a bonus, it is

surrounded in the borders ot the page

by the scholastic commentary of late

medieval university law professors.

This fascinating text, like a hyperlink

to the sixth and fourteenth centuries,

remained unknown to researchers

partly because it had not been identi-

fied, but also because these leaves were

pasted centuries ago to the interior

covers of a sixteenth-century printed

volume ot ecclesiastical decrees.

Nor would a historian of

medicine like myself have been aware

that Duke owns the only manuscript

witness in North America of an

important text of medical theory

translated from Arabic to Latin in

southern Italy in the late eleventh cen-

tury. Our fragment from Constantine

the African's Pantegni, Pars Theorica

Book Three, contains the section of text

on the anatomy of the eye, brain and

spinal cord. This manuscript fragment

demonstrates quite graphically how

medical terminologies like cornea, con-

junctiva, vitreous humor, choroid, uvea,

sclera, iris, and retina were coined in

Greek antiquity and transmitted to the

modern world through the media of
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Arabic and Latin textual traditions.

Duke's "new" fragment from

Constantine the African's text has

passed for more than four centuries as

nothing but the humble make-shift

cover of a small Hebrew school-book

printed in Paris in the sixteenth

century. Last September when I dis-

covered the fragment and immediately

recognized the text, it seemed

like an incredible coincidence, since

the Pantegni Theorica has figured

prominently in my doctoral research.

The manuscript from which our

leaf was cut may be otherwise lost,

though the possibility ought not to be

excluded that related pieces might

yet survive undiscovered within the

bindings of books in other collections.

It stands as something of a

paradox that fragments left within the

bindings of books are often viewed



This fascinating text, like a hyperlink to the sixth and fourteenth centuries, remained

unknown to researchers partly because it had not been identified, but also because

these leaves were pasted centuries ago to the interior covers of a sixteenth-century

printed volume of ecclesiastical decrees.

pejoratively as "manuscript waste,"

while those fragments removed from

bindings are perceived immediately as

"texts"—and sold as such by the rare

book dealers who frequently separate

them to maximize profits. This per-

spective is both regrettable and short-

sighted, as it fails to consider the

mutual history of the manuscript frag-

ment and the book it protects and

ignores the light that each can shed

upon the other. Several of Duke's

more than 150 freestanding Latin

manuscripts reached us either as gifts

or as purchases, but are, nonetheless,

fragments removed at some unknown

point in time from the bindings of

other books. They have been divorced,

in short, from their material context.

Efforts to identify the origins of such

manuscripts must rely upon the skills

of the palaeographer who dates and

localizes manuscripts by style of writ-

ing and preparation of parchment.

Studying Duke's newly-invento-

ried fragments while they are still

attached to their carriers provides

more information than might have

been available had we purchased them

independently as incomplete

manuscript texts. Duke's handsome

seven-volume set of the Hciliger Jahrs

Calender, for instance, was printed in

1672 and was acquired as part of the

Harold Jantz Collection of German

Literature. These volumes contain on

their opening pages a series of early

inscriptions declaring that they were

owned by the monastery of St.

Erentrude near Salzburg. After pur-

chasing their copy, the community at

St. Erentrude's apparently covered this

valuable new possession using leaves

cut from one of their beautiful old

manuscripts, which had almost cer-

tainly been produced in their own

monastic scriptorium. The work they

dismembered and recycled was a litur

gical text, a genre essential to a

monastery's religious exercises, and as

opulent as the house could afford.

Because liturgy changed over time,

such deluxe volumes had a limited

lifespan and were commonly taken

apart and put to other uses; they were

especially popular for covering books.

Duke's seven volumes of the Calender

are still a delight to the eye, with the

regular Gothic script marching around

the spines, and with large decorative

initials painted in vermilion, ultrama-

rine blue, and powdered gold.

But these particular fragments

are significant not simply for what they

are, but also for what they say. Once

the context has been established by the

owner's mark within the books them-

selves, the fragments can be read as

evidence of local religious practices.

They reveal, among other things, the

spread of the cult of St. Elizabeth,

Queen of Hungary ( 1207-31, canon-

ized 1235). One chapter of the

text/cover even discusses Elizabeth's

marriage to Louis of Thuringia, a

nobleman whose powerful family bru-

talized Elizabeth after Louis's death,

drove her to exile and usurped her

throne. This fragment's textual content

and presence at St. Erentrude's certainly

deserves further study for the insight it

offers the historian of late medieval

Europe. As this example suggests, the

identification of manuscript fragments

But these particular fragments

are significant not simply for

what they are, but also for what

they say. Once the context has

been established by the owner's

mark within the books them-

selves, the fragments can be read

as evidence of local religious

practices.
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As printing or "mechanical writing" replaced the manual copying of books in the late fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries, the perception of manuscripts as respected, dominant communicators

of textual knowledge rapidly declined, and old-fashioned manuscripts were replaced with their

"better" cousins, printed books.

The texts discovered

in European

collections range in

content from every-

day legal documents,

to original musical

compositions, to

rough drafts of

letters and decrees

from the chanceries

of the medieval

popes.

within bindings allows them to be

read once again as texts in their own

right, while the relationship of the

fragment to the printed book inside

the covers supplements the historical

record and provides in many cases the

manuscript's chief or only context.

The circumstances of manu-

script fragmentation further testify

to changing patterns of readership,

textual preference, and political or reli-

gious effects upon book collections in

the early modern period. Which

books were kept and which discarded?

As printing or "mechanical writing"

replaced the manual copying of books

in the late fifteenth and sixteenth cen-

turies, the perception of manuscripts

as respected, dominant communica-

tors of textual knowledge rapidly

declined, and old-fashioned manu-

scripts were replaced with their "bet-

ter" cousins, printed books. The cul-

tural and intellectual impact of the

Reformation also manifests itself in

many of Duke's fragments, where

we find the religious texts of one party

reduced to scrap and employed as

material support for the literature of

the opposition. An early print-on-

parchment leaf from a Roman

Catholic missal, for instance, with text

turned upside-down, serves as the

cover to one of the Protestant theolo-

gian Philip Melanchthon's treatises.

Behind such fragments lie indications

of the territorial division of Europe

along politicized lines of faith, which

resulted in the disbanding of innumer-

able institutions whose libraries were

similarly dispersed or largely

destroyed.

Close attention to the content,

textual layout, and reemployment of

manuscript fragments in the bindings

of books at Yale's Beinecke Library

have enabled one Duke alumnus,

Robert Babcock (Ph.D. 1983), to iden-

tify a surviving portion of one of the

great sacramentaries produced in the

early ninth century during the age of

Charlemagne. Babcock, now curator of

medieval and renaissance manuscripts

at Yale's Beinecke Library, further dis-

covered that a significant number of

the fragments in Yale's books had orig-

inated at the Austrian monastery of

Lambach and found their way into

Yale's collection via several different

European rare books dealers over a

period of some years. His painstaking

reconstruction of the library at

Lambach, of book production and dis-

memberment, reveals just how indis-

pensable manuscript fragments can

prove in negotiating a better under-

standing of the social, cultural and

intellectual dynamics operative in the

late medieval and early modern eras.

As part of an ongoing effort to

provide new resources that might be

useful to historians of medieval and

early modern culture, European and

American scholars and librarians are

redoubling efforts to document the

presence of manuscript fragments

found in the bindings of other books.

Recent projects at the Newberry

Library in Chicago and the Folger

Library in Washington, DC have begun

to explore the evidence of such

resources within their own collections.

Similar efforts by university libraries

from Munich to Helsinki and by

6 Duke University Libraries



archives from Tarragona to Glasgow

have recovered an enormous number

of medieval manuscript leaves (more

than 60,000 in Sweden alone), which

can now be used to piece together texts

and records that might otherwise be

lost to history. The value of these

recoveries cannot be overemphasized.

The texts discovered in F.uropean col-

lections range in content from every-

day legal documents, to original musi-

cal compositions, to rough drafts of

letters and decrees from the chanceries

of the medieval popes.

Now that Duke's fragments

have been inventoried, they invite

further study and analysis by students

and scholars from a wide array of

disciplines who can bring the insights

and training of many specializations to

bear in setting out and exploring

their significance. And because of the

limited nature of their textuality, they

lend themselves particularly well to

intensely analytical but finite projects

like student seminar papers and

masters' theses. Whether studied in

groups or individually, as manuscript

texts or book art, fragments such as

ours stand to benefit the Duke com-

munity for years to come.

Florence Eliza Glaze

Department of History

The photographs .ire as follows:

page 2: This plate shows an early thirteenth century chant fragment

used to hind the musical historian Wolfgang Caspar Printz's hook,

Historische Beschreibund der Edelen Sing- und Kling-kunst, printed

in Dresden in 1690. The chant includes portions of the Masses of

the tirsl and second weeks ol Quadragesima, the I.enten season

preceding Easter. This manuscript may have been produced in a

Cistercian monastery in eastern France.

page 4: This hook is covered with a leaf from a late manuscript,

here showing Psalm 106. The script is a large Gothic Rotunda; the

bottom lines read, with abbreviations expanded, "...eius filiis

ho(m]i(n]um...eu[m] i[n] eccl[esjia plebis." This may be a modern

nineteenth century binding, using manuscript fragments in

imitation of early modern bindings.

page 7: Here we see the rear cover of one of seven volumes bound

with manuscript leaves from a fourteenth century liturgical book.

The blue, green and shell-gold initial "D" (Deus) marks the prayers

for the dedication of the church. This manuscript probably came

from the monastery of St. Erentrude's, near Salzburg, Austria.
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Studio PuBLisHinG,

Techhology, ahd the

2 1 ST CeITTURY

In addition to pursuing my career as an associate professor of linguistics in the Department of English, I am now

launched into a venture I call studio publishing. My decision to begin this venture crystallized two years ago, at

the moment when I walked into Dan and Lia Perjovschi's art studio in downtown Bucharest, Romania.

Dan and Lia are avant-garde Romanian artists discovered by Kristine Stiles who is a

colleague of ours in the Department of Art and Art History at Duke. I happen to be the

director of the Duke University-University of Bucharest Faculty Exchange (funded

by the United States Information Agency), and I was in Romania in May 1996 to do my

work on the exchange. Kristine had gotten me in touch with Dan and Lia, and they

had invited me to their studio. I followed directions to a crumbling, once-beautiful,

two-story building inhabited by a number of stray dogs. (The stray dog problem in

Bucharest is a fascinating story in and of itself.) To get to their studio, I had to pass what

Dan calls Cerberus, the three-headed dog who guards the gates to Hell. Then I climbed

crumbling stairs to the second floor which houses a number of studios. Dan and Lia

opened the door for me, and I stepped into a space that was as crumbling and as dusty-

dirty as the building and the street outside, but it was large and sunny and simply a

wonderful space filled with finished projects and works-in-progress and experiments

and drawings and photos and good creative vibes. What has impressed me about

Romanian avant-garde art is an engagement with paper and paper-mache sculpture and

a tendency to make one-of-a-kind books that aren't books but rather art objects.

At this initial point, however, I was working only on brute first impressions. I

took in this scene and thought: "This is exactly what is missing from my writing

these days—this active, tactile, experimental, hands-on, creative approach to the pro-

duction of my books and the actual form my books take: what they look like, what

they feel like, what they smell like."

Let me back up and add three pieces of information to help clarify my experience

of this moment.

First, as you have just heard from David Ferriero's introduction, I have been in

commercial publishing for close to fifteen years, during which time I have published

fifteen mass-market historical romances with major mass-market publishers.

You are probably not aware that in these past fifteen years, writers' groups such

as Romance Writers of America and Novelists, Inc. have been started and grown into

large, very professional organizations. These organizations were formed on the under-

standing that writers have a tendency to be fuzzy-headed about things like the bottom

line and that writers of popular fiction in particular need to know exactly how the

business of publishing works, since they are working in a very profitable segment of

the industry.

8 Duke University Libraries
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Something had been wrong

for a while, but I just didn't

quite know what, and I knew

I wasn't alone in thinking

that. There was a kind of

malaise among writers. The

spark in romance writing

seemed to be gone.

So, in the past fifteen years, we writers of popular fiction have taken it

upon ourselves to learn about the business of publishing. We know what

competitive advances look like from publisher to publisher, how different royalty

rates and pay scales work, how the national book distribution system looks,

what is involved in self-promotion, what makes for a productive working

relationship with agents and editors and copy-editors and chain bookstores buy-

ers. We wear business suits to regional and national conferences. (No, we do

not dress up as our heroines. ) We talk about our home offices. We know all about

our taxes as self-employed writers. We know about the most minute clauses in

our contracts.

Well and good. But a few years ago I had come to a point in my writing life

where—although I wouldn't have put it this way at the time— I felt I had become

over-professionalized. Something had been wrong for a while, but I just didn't

quite know what, and I knew I wasn't alone in thinking that. There was a kind of

malaise among writers. The spark in romance writing seemed to be gone. Or

the bloom was off the rose. (Insert your cliche of choice here. ) Whatever it was,

we weren't "bad girls" anymore writing stories from our hearts and guts. We

had become too market-focused. All our stories were sounding alike, because we

all knew what would sell and sell best, and the name ot the game was to become

a New York Times Best Selling Author—a NYTBSA, which, believe it or not,

is an acronym known by all writers of popular fiction. Now, cyberneticists will tell

you that when, under certain conditions, everyone in a system begins doing the

same thing, a feedback loop known as "a vicious circle" can get created; and sure

enough in the mid-1990s, the romance genre, which had once captured 50% of

paperback book sales, began suffering from its own uniformity and losing ground

to other genres.

Now I want to add a second piece of information to the story I am telling

here. In 1995, Robert Frank at Cornell along with Duke's own Philip Cook

(Public Policy Studies and the Department of Economics/Sociology) published

The Winner Take All Society. As I became familiar with their work, I came to

see that their analysis of the trend in the American economy was absolutely dead-

on right for the publishing industry. One of their chapters is titled "Runaway

Salaries at the Top." You probably all know or can guess that all big advances as

well as all the marketing and promotion dollars flow to John Grisham and

Stephen King. If you're #2, the difference in what you're paid up front and how

you're marketed and promoted will not be in proportion to the potential audi-

ence there is for your book. And if you're below #2, forget it.

There used to be in publishing what was called the "mid-list," i.e., that

place in the publishing pyramid where a writer who was establishing a following

could hang out so that s/he could grow an audience. In the mid-1990s, the

mid-list was disappearing, and a new polarized economic structure, perfectly

described by Frank and Cook, had emerged: either you'd get $1,000,000 for

your next book or you were producing books as piece-work for $10,000 or less.

(I exaggerate only slightly.) Here, of course, was a central reason for the malaise

among authors in the industry.

With the help of Frank and Cook's winner-take-all analysis, I had a vision

of where the publishing industry was headed. The subtitle of the hardback

edition of their book reads: "How More and More Americans Compete for Ever

10 Duke University Libraries



Fewer and Bigger Prizes, Encouraging Economic Waste, Income Inequality, and

an Impoverished Cultural Life." I understood from the winner-take-all analysis

that broad segments of consumers are underserved or not served at all because

they are too small to be profitable to a mega-sized corporation. I saw the potential

for myself as a "small guy" appealing to a small market that I knew was there.

Today, as a studio publisher, I see myself as a niche marketer or even a micro-

niche marketer. I'm having fun finding ways to turn a mass-market product into

a custom product.

So, when I walked into Dan and Lia s studio, I saw before me a model of

how I wanted to live my writing life, given that I was ripe for a new model.

Now, obviously this model is the oldest one in the art world: the artist in the

immediacy of her studio, producing her work for those folks who want to

be somewhere interesting, who come by to schmooze, to have community, to

trade ideas. It was not that I was learning something new. Rather, Dan and Lias

studio reminded me of what it means to make something or write something.

Here is the third and most crucial piece of information that formed my

experience in Dan and Lias studio. I knew that just the right technological condi-

tions were in place for someone like me to set up a writing studio. The new

technologies have given writers the means to control the production of their work

for the first time since Gutenberg, just like other craftspeople have been doing

for centuries. I knew that typesetters were a thing of the past, since I had been

sending my manuscripts on spell-checked disks to my publisher tor several years.

I figured I could just as easily send my disks straight to a book manufacturer.

At the moment, my studio is virtual, i.e., a web page, but someday I hope to make

it real and build one in my back yard. I fill orders from the on-line bookseller

amazon.com, and I receive on-line reviews.

In other words, studio publishing is a response to the new "e-conomy"

and the name of the new economic game (to use this phrase once again) is "disin-

termediation"—i.e., the elimination of the middle man. In publishing today,

everybody in the middle can be disintermediated. The only groups who can't be

disintermediated are the authors and the readers, precisely because neither

of them is in the middle. I have come to understand the publisher as the biggest

and most wasteful book manufacturing and distributional middleman of them all.

After this crystallizing moment in Dan and Lia's art studio—the three-way

convergence of my desire for a more engaged relationship with book making;

my understanding that the commercial publishers had left a wide open field for a

small fry like me; and my realization that the technological conditions now

favored the author— I came home and started getting my act together. I decided

that it was not that I was over-professionalized. It was rather that I was not

professionalized enough. I had done everything except produce my own books.

So, I took the next, logical steps. I incoporated myself. I bought my ISBN num-

bers. I found a book designer. I found a book manufacturer. I got going on

producing my first book.

And then I began to realize that I was crazy. What had become self-evident

to me—namely, that this was a fabulous time for writers and not the terrible time

all of us were bemoaning—was evidently not self-evident to anyone else. I was

doing this publishing thing out there alone, by myself. Of course, I knew I needed

to come up with a term other than "self-publishing" in order to ward off the

connecting people + ideas 11
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dread taint of "vanity press publishing," so I coined the term "studio publishing"

and took my first book to a popular fiction conference last April in Memphis.

I didn't know what to expect from my fellow writers— I was prepared

for misunderstanding and even scorn—but what I got was a lot of interest. Now, a

year later, I'm involved in a group often authors nationwide who have started

what we call The Authors Studio. We've formed the first community of small

presses dedicated to popular fiction who have come together for marketing and

distributional purposes. In addition, one of the popular fiction writer organiza-

tions I mentioned above, Novelists Inc., commissioned me to write a three-part

series of articles. The first came out in November (1997) and is devoted to

the macroeconomic logic of studio publishing. The second came out in January

(1998) and deals with the microeconomic realities of studio publishing, e.g., the

cost of a series of ISBN numbers. The third will be out next week (the first week

of April 1998) and discusses, among other things, the implications of on-demand

printing, which is the latest technological innovation to transform the publishing

industry. On-demand printing is going to be a boon to studio publishing.

Let me note in conclusion that the name of the game (to use this phrase

yet a third time) of the publishing future is copyright control, and I advocate

all authors to retain control of their copyrights. I will say, furthermore, that the

publishing industry is currently reinventing itself and that everyone in what

was formerly known as the book business is now scrambling to find a new play-

ing position and to learn the new language ASAP.

I have not yet projected myself into the 21st century—which was part of

the title of my talk—but I'd rather address that in the question and answer

period. Here I simply wanted to erect a platform that could take us to the 21st

century by way of the radically non-technological experience I had two years ago

in Romania in Dan and Lia's art studio.

Julie Tetel Andresen

Come visit Julie at her web site: www.madeirabooks.com. She now has two

studio-published titles available: Swept Away and The Blue Hour. She can be Professor in the

is an Associate

reached at jtetel@duke.edu. Department of

Dan and Lia Perjovschi were visiting faculty in the Art Department at English and is the

author of LinguisticsDuke in 1997 during the spring semester. Dan's Postcards from America, Pont La

Vue Press, New York, 1995, can be ordered by fax at: 212-226-7313. Lia's work has

been anthologized in Time Capsule. A Concise Encyclopedia by Women Artists, ed.

by Robin Kahn, 1995 (ISBN 1-881616-33-9). They can be reached at

in America, 1769-

1924: A Critical History

(Routledge;

perjo@r22.sfos.ro. For further information on where to view their work, contact

Kristine Stiles at awe@acpub.duke.edu.

paperback edition

1995). She presented

"Studio Publishing,

Technology, and the

21st Century" on 27

March 1998 to

members of the Duke

University Library

Advisory Board.
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writer's page

Steven Vogel

Corners and Cracks

Faired corner.1
, in nature:

the scapula, or shoulder

blade, of a cat and a

branch forking from

another in a tree.

When two components come together, they usually form a corner. We've been asking,

in effect, whether such a corner should form a right angle. Now let's look at the corners

themselves. Here once again nature and human technology have different preferences. We

build things with sharp corners—unless good reason dictates otherwise. Nature builds things

with rounded (faired) corners—again unless some functional imperative supervenes. The

underlying questions here are simple. First, what's wrong with sharp corners? Second, for

human technology at least, where will sharp corners actually prove intolerable?

Answers to both questions flow from a third. In a stiff structure under load, where will

the first crack appear? We all know the answer to that one: where there's the most force on

the structure. Straighten out a bend or corner in a brittle bar, and any crack will start on the

inside of bend or corner. Moreover, starting the crack takes a much lower force than you'd

need to start one in a straight bar. The effect doesn't depend on some weakness caused when

the bar was bent in the first place; a bar cut with a bend from a larger piece of material or one

cast with a bend will behave in the same way. The inside of a bend is apparently a naturally

weak place. What determines how much the bar is weakened by the bend is not so much the

overall angle of the bend as, oddly enough, the sharpness of the inside of that angle. Making

a bend deliberately less sharp, fairing it, can gain a lot of strength.

To get a quick look at the effect of fairing the inside of a corner, cut out a flat strip of

aluminum foil, about an inch wide, with an angle of about sixty degrees at its midpoint—

a

roughly boomerang-shaped piece. Pull on the ends with it flat on a table, and it tears in two,

beginning at the inside of the angle. Make another strip, using a paper punch or a carefully

rounded cut to get a less sharp inside angle, and pull again. The force required to tear

the second is probably greater; fracture is foiled. Doing the same thing with plastic wrap may

(depending on the kind of plastic) be even more dramatic; the rounded corner may prevent

tearing altogether. Force concentration—that's what's wrong with sharp corners. The

stif tcr the material, the worse the problem becomes. We use the phenomenon to cut glass.

Scratching the glass makes a kind of corner or at least a place where force is concentrated and

from which a crack will predictably propagate. We can also get cloth to tear where we want

it by making an initial slit, at least if the cloth isn't too stretchy. Tearing then perpetuates the

slit, so the process easily continues.

Worse even than a sharp corner is a sharp corner at which two pieces of solid material

are joined together, as at the corners of a picture frame. To the intrinsic fragility of the corner

are added all the difficulties of applying fastenings that resist tensile loads; straightening a

corner stretches its inside edges. But that's just how we build window and door frames,

wooden boxes, drawers, furniture with legs, and so forth. You know from experience where

such things fail—at the joints and usually at their insides. We know that making joined cor-

ners is a bad practice, but it's ever so convenient for construction!

14 i k University Libraries



Rounding corners helps, as you perhaps saw with the foil. Our technology does just

that, but usually only where mandatory. 1 once broke an interior door handle of a car; exami-

nation showed a sharp inside corner in the bit of cast metal within its plastic trim. In the

"exact factory replacement part" that corner was faired; someone had wised up. Long ago the

teeth of gears were found less prone to break off if the bottoms of the gaps between the

teeth were rounded rather than sharp-cornered. The portholes of a ship are always round to

avoid initiating cracks when waves stress the ship's hull. We deliberately use windows with

rounded corners on aircraft. An airplane's windows are gaps in the skin of the craft, and

the skin is part ot the mechanical structure, not just some covering that just keeps people and

air inside and wind and weather outside. The claw of a decent hammer has a bit of fairing

where it connects to the rest of the head. If we make two pieces come together at a corner, we

often round the welded joint or attach a third piece that rounds or cross-braces the corner.

And so on.

Nature's structures, more limber, must be less prone to cracking at corners. In addi-

tion, natural structures only rarely use separate pieces rigidly joined at corners. Most often

we find single pieces of material, grown from a single site, with fairing incorporated into the

basic element rather than added adventitiously. The key here, I think, is the growth process.

Whatever the complications it entails, growth greatly simplifies the construction of faired

corners on single structural elements. The figure gives a pair of examples. The long ridge on

a mammalian scapula (shoulder blade) is nicely faired with the rest of the bone. The branch

of a tree grows smoothly out from the trunk with wood fibers running across the upper

(functionally the inside) angle ot the joint. One of my less smart acts was to hit a wedge with

a sledge into such a crotch in a piece of oak. Smashed eyeglasses a fraction of a second later

gave real impact to a fair lesson about fairing, a lesson reinforced by a small scar on my brow.

Where nature makes a sharply angled junction between pieces, the pieces usually form part

of a mobile mechanism, as where the forearm attaches to the upper arm. There, of course,

cracking isn't an issue.

We're gradually making more things from single pieces of material with nicely

rounded internal and external corners. That we're deliberately copying nature is unlikely;

rather we're taking advantage of plastics that can be cast or molded into more complex

forms than we can get by stamping things out of metal sheet. The curves not only make the

products easier on shins and simpler to clean but, by reducing force concentrations and

lessening the problem of crack initiation, also permit useful economies of weight and mate-

rial. Garden carts made mainly from single plastic pieces can have far more intricate shapes

than wheelbarrows with stamped pans. Fiberglass shower-baths share the same advantages

over metal tubs and enclosures.

Three contrasts in mechanical design between nature and human technology are evi-

dent even at this geometric level. We build flat, nature builds curved; we hold right angles

dear, nature is untouched by such affection; our corners are sharp, hers are rounded. Even in

these most ordinary matters, we see pervasive differences between the two technologies. Of

greater importance, we see repeated examples of the insights av ailable if one avoids prema-

ture judgment of superiority and inferiority. Of still greater importance, we begin to see how

each technology forms a separate, well- integrated entity, operating in an internally coherent

context.

Steve Vogel and Sam, the cat

behind Cats' Paws and Catapults

Steven Vogel is James B.

Duke Professor of

Biology. "Cracks and

Corners" has been

excerpted with his per-

mission from his recently

published book, Cats

Paws and Catapults:

Mechanical Worlds of

Nature and People.
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notes

loe Burnett

Jeffrey Cohen

We regret that loe Burnett and

Jeffrey Cohen were mis-identified in

photographs that appeared in the

Spring 1998 issue of duke University

Libraries.

The Perfect Woman

—

100 Years in the

Making

Images ofwoman perfected"

abound. Each era creates its own

womanly ideal, and in modern

times the view has been put forth

in words and pictures through

books and on both the editorial and

advertising pages of magazines

and newspapers Selected examples

from print media of the idealized

look presented and promoted to

American women over the last

century are featured in "The Perfect

Woman— 100 Years in the

Making," the exhibit currently on

view in the Perkins Library Gallery.

The exhibit draws on the

extensive holdings of the Rare

Book, Manuscript, and Special

Collections Library, especially

printed items from the Hartman

Center for Sales, Advertisings

Marketing History and the Women's

Studies collections

Planned to coincide with a

graduate student conference titled

"Discipline and Deviance: Genders,

Technologies, Machines," held 2-4

October 1998, the exhibit offers

conference participants a historical

perspective on an aspect of the pro-

gram's theme.

Events
All events take place at the Perkins Library in the

Rare Book Room unless otherwise noted.

September 17

Engaging Faculty: "AIDS: Social and Ethical

Implications for North Carolina and

Duke." Kathy Rudy, Assistant Professor of

the Practice of Ethics and Women's Studies,

and students horn her AIDS course discuss

the global epidemic from a local perspec-

tive. Thursday, September 17, 5:00 p.m.

October 8

Janet Holmes reading from her second

book, The Green Tuxedo, winner of the

University of Notre 1 )ame's Ernest Sandeen

Prize in Poetry. Her first book, The

Physicist at the Mall, won the 1994 Anhinga

Poetry Prize. Ms. Holmes, a Duke alumna,

teaches creative writing at Macalester

College, at the University of Minnesota, and

at The Loft, a writing center in Minneapolis.

Thursday, October 8, 7:30 p.m.

October 15

Engaging Faculty: "Oceans Connect

—

Rethinking Area Studies at Duke." Associate

Professor of History Karen Wigen and

Martin Lewis, Associate Research Professor

of Geography, describe their model

approach to area studies, which is based on

the premise that cultures and societies are

connected, not separated, by major water

basins. Thursday, October 15, 5:00 p.m.

October 30

Ghost Stories read by Reynolds Price,

James B. Duke Professor of English. Plan to

come early to what is always a standing

room only event! Friday, October 30, 7:00

p.m. in the **Thomas Room, Lilly

Library**

November 5

"Memoirs and Manifestos: Dramatic

Readings from the Library's Women's
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Albert French read from his

newly published third

novel,/ Can't Wait on God,

on September 10, In

addition to his novels,

French is also the author of

the Vietnam memoir,

Patches of Fire, which was a

New York limes Notable

Soo/r o/" /997 The redding

was co-sponsored by Ihe

Library and the African and

African American Studies

program.

Duke Writes
New titles by Duke Faculty, published between July and December 1998

Studies Archives." Duke students and other

actors will interpret writings spanning 100

years. Selections will range from a slave's

poignant letter of petition to her former

mistress to the spirited poems and "vision

statements" of young 1990s feminists.

Thursday, November 5, 7:00 p.m.

November 10

A celebration of the opening of the Behind

the Veil Archives. Now available to

researchers in the Special Collections

Library, "Behind the Veil: Documenting

African American Life in the lim Crow

South," is an oral history and documentary

collection comprising over 1,100 interviews

gathered in 12 southern states. Join

Professors Bill Chafe and Ray Gavins as

well as Paul Ortiz from the Center for

Documentary Studies for a discussion of

this important project. Tuesday, November

10, 5:00 p.m., reception following

Questions?

Call 660-5816 or e-mail

bin@mail.lib.duke.edu

Fight the Fire!

In March the Friends of Duke

University Library announced their

intention to create an endowment

to help extinguish the"slow fire" of

deterioration that is threatening the

library collections The campaign

to fund the endowment is well

underway.

At the end of September more

than $26,500 had been collected

toward the $100,000 goal.

AND. .there's still time to take

advantage of an anonymous

donor's challenge 1 All gifts made

to the Friends of the Library

Preservation Endowment Fund

before 31 December 1998 will be

matched dollar for dollar (up to a

total match of $25,000). If you

would like to contribute to the

Preservation Endowment Fund, mail

a tax-deductible gift today to:

The Friends of the Library

Duke University Library

Preservation Endowment Fund

Box 90197

Durham, NC 27708-0197

D.A.Nield and A.Bejan:

Convection in Porous Media—"Ihe

presentation is self-contained,

requiring only routine classical

mathematics and the basics of

fluid mechanics and heat transfer."

Dorothy Holland, William

Lachicotte, Debra Skinner, Carole

Cain: Identity and Agency in

Cultural Worlds (Nov.)—"This

landmark book addresses the cen-

tral problem in anthropological

theory today: the paradox that

humans are both products of social

discipline and creators of remark-

able improvisation."

Robert Coles and Nicholas

Nixon:5c/)oo/
—

"The challenge of

public education, an issue of

national concern, is illuminated

through compassionate intelli-

gence and art in this exploration of

three Boston-area schools by psy-

chiatrist Robert Coles and photog-

rapher Nicholas Nixon."

Cathy N. Davidson, spe-

cial issue editor:Ato More Separate

Spheres! A Special Issue ofAmerican

Literature
—

"The contributors

examine and contest the way the

category of gender—male versus

female,...has organized critical dis-

cussion regarding the formulation

of American literature."

Robert F. Durden: Lasting

Legacy to the Carolinas: The Duke

Endowment- 1994
—

"...will inform

not only those interested in the

continuing legacy of this remark-

able family but also those involved

with philanthropic boards, charita-

ble endowments, medical care,

child-care institutions, the rural

church, and higher education."

James T.Hamilton:

Channeling Violence: the Economic
1

Market for Violent Television

Programming
—

"...examines in

detail the microstructure of incen-

tives that operate at every level of

television broadcasting, from pro-

gramming and advertising to

viewer behavior, so that remedies

can be devised to reduce violent

programming without restricting

broadcasters' right to compete."

Fredric Jameson and

Masao Miyoshi, editors: The Cultures

of Globalization
—

"...presents an

international panel of intellectuals

who consider the process of global-

ization as it concerns the transfor-

mation of the economic into the

cultural and vice versa..."

Fredric Jameson:

and Method
—

"...Brecht is not pre-

scriptive but performative. His plays

do not provide answers but attempt

to show people how to perform the

act of thinking, how to begin to

search for answers themselves."

The Cultural Turn, Selected

Writings on the Postmodern, 1981-

1998
—

"In a brief compass...

traces the movement of one of the

leading cultural intelligences of

our time, in pursuit of the mutable

forms of the postmodern world.The

results will leave few indifferent."

L.Gregory Jones and

James J. Buckley, editors: Theology

and Scriptural Imagination
—

"The

essays in this volume articulate

overlapping as well as competing

directions in modern theology.

They enable readers to seek out the

common ground as well as the

conflicts, to learn to taste the Word

when it is bitter as well as sweet."

Lawrence Katzand

Manning Rubm.HowtoKeep Your

Brain Alive:89 Heurobic Exercises to

Prevent Memory Loss and Increase

Mental Eitness (Nov.)
—

"brings

help to everyone whose memory is

starting to slip."

Harold G. Koenig:

Handbook ofReligion and Mental

Health
—

"...will prove to be a use-

ful resource for mental health pro-

fessionals, religious professionals,

and counselors."

Richard J.BIackwell, Robert

de Lucca, Alfonso Ingegno, edi-

tors: Giordano Bruno: Couse,

Principle and Unity, an Essay on

Magic
—

"Giordano Bruno's notori-

ous public death in 1600, at the

hands of the Inquisition in Rome,

marked the transition from

Renaissance philosophy to the sci-

entific revolution of the seven-

teenth century."

Sucheta Mazumdar:

Sugar and Society in China:

Peasants, Technology, and the World

Market

Martin A. Miller: Freud

and the Bolsheviks: Psychoanalysis

in Imperial Russia and the Soviet

Union
—

"This fascinating book is

the first comprehensive history of

psychoanalysis in Russia from the

last years of the tsars to the col-

lapse of the Soviet Union in 1991."

John M.Conleyand William

M.O'Ban:JustWords:Law,

Language, and Power
—

"...focus-

es on what has become the central

issue in law and language

research: what language reveals

about the nature of legal power."

Jonathan L.Haines and

Margaret Pericak Vance:

Approaches to Gene Mapping in

Complex Human Diseases
—

"By

emphasizing concepts and design

rather than focusing on technical

details...prepares the researcher to

use all available resources intelli-

gently and efficiently."

Orrin H. Pilkey, William J.

Neal, Stanley R.Riggs, Craig A.

Webb, David M. Bush, Deborah F.

Pilkey, Jane Bullock, Brian A.Cowan:

The North Carolina Shore and Its

Barrier Islands: Restless Ribbons of

Sand
—

"...this thoroughly new

book provides a diverse guide to

one of America's most popular

shorelines."

Reynolds Price: earning

a Trade:A Craftsman's Notebooks,

1955-1997— :..a work that is

unique among contemporary

writers of American literature. For

more than forty years, Price has

kept a working journal of his writ-

ing life....an exemplary window

into this writer's creative process

and craftsman's sensibilities."
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knowledge bytes
Internet Sites Selected for the Readers of Duke University Libraries

Lawyers.com

UT LANK
(University of Texas Latin American Network Information Center)

LANIC is easily the most important web site for Latin American studies, providing access to on-

line information on and from Latin America through links to academic databases and a wide variety of

information services.The site is searchable by country and also by topic, including categories that

range from cinema to newspapers to philosophy to K -
1 2 education.

LANIC has been selected as the official registration site for Latin American studies and is ranked

as one of the most popular academic sites among all disciplines in the Virtual Library sponsored by

the World Wide Web Consortium.

The UT-LANICWWW server is managed by the Institute of Latin American Studies (ILAS) at the

University of Texas at Austin and funded by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and the Ford

Foundation

The Works of the Bard

This award-winning site has

both plain text and html versions of

Shakespeare's works.arranged by

category, e.g.,"Tragedy." An Alta

Vista-style search engine permits a

range of limits including character,

play,act,and scene.The site also

features a glossary of terms and

links to related web sites

Voices From the Gaps

This new site from Martmdale-

Hubbell is designed to help individuals

and small business people with their

legal needs.The highlight of the site

is the'locate a Lawyer" sections

selected subset (about 420,000) of the

Martindale-Hubbell Law Directory.

Search by geographic area and

then choose from among thirty-six

practice specialties, from agricultural

law to zoning. Entries include profiles

of attorneys and law firms In addition

to the locator, the site also contains

twenty-four tutorials for the general

reader. Users can obtain information on

hiring a lawyer, have guestions

answered in the "Ask a Lawyer" sec-

tion, read articles on law in the news,

and look up terms in a glossary of

10,000 terms compiled from the 1996

edition of Mernam-Webster's

Dictionary oftaw.

The lives and works of women writers of color are the focus of this web site from the University of Minnesota's

Department of English. Scholars and students from around the world contribute author homepages to the site. Most of

the authors are North American, but there is fairly good representation from the rest of the world. Author pages are orga-

nized by name, place of birth, significant dates and ethnic identity.

In addition to the well-researched author pages and extensive links to pertinentWWW sites, there is an on-line dis-

cussion room to facilitate exchanges of ideas about writing, identity, and related topics. Instructions and templates for

creating your own author pages are provided in the introduction.

If you would like to

recommend a web site

for inclusion in a

future issue of Duke

University Libraries,

18 ike University Libraries ContaCt Joline EzZe" 3t

jre@mail.lib.duke.edu.



collections highlight

The Raphael RThian Collection

Early in the summer of 1865, 490 boxes and barrels of recently captured

Confederate government documents were sent from Richmond to Washington.

At that time, Federal authorities were trying to determine whether or not former

Confederate President Jefferson Davis was part of the Lincoln assassination con-

spiracy, and they hoped to discover a paper trail among the documents. When

they did not, the "Rebel Archives" were dispersed to various locations around the

city for storage. The documents pertaining to the Confederate treasury depart-

ment were made available to the adjutant general's office and, for the next forty

years, also were available to its chief clerk, Raphael P. Thian.

Thian, a French-born immigrant, spent the years from 1867 to 1881

researching and cataloging the correspondence and financial instruments of the

Confederacy. Driven by his strongly held belief that "the history of the purse is as

valuable as that of the sword," Thian collated four volumes of incoming and out-

going treasury correspondence and reports. As part of his research on

Confederate financial instruments, he also compiled extensive reference albums

of Confederate and southern states currency, bonds and related material.

In late October 1944, Thian's son, Phillip, contacted Dr. Robert H. Woody,

then director of the Flowers Memorial Collection at Duke, and offered the sale of

his father's personal holdings. By the following May, Dr. Woody had completed

the acquisition of five albums as well as other books and papers.

The Thian Collection is impressive in both quality and scope. Since Thian

could choose from the entire hoard of captured material, the condition and com-

pleteness of the notes and bonds he selected were excellent. The albums contain

examples of over 380 individual note signatures, sheets of currency, contempora-

neous counterfeits and rare varieties.

A recent inventory of the Thian albums has revealed the collection's exten-

siveness. In aggregate, the albums contain 3,429 pieces of currency and 456 bonds

issued by the Confederacy, southern states and local governments. Additionally,

the albums contain 294 notes issued by private banks, insurance companies and

railroads. These notes circulated prior to and during the Civil War, along with the

paper money issued by national and state governments, and were accepted as

money only by people who trusted the reputation of the issuer.

The Thian albums along with the separately acquired rare volumes of

Thian's Confederate treasury correspondence are now located at the Rare Book,

Manuscript, and Special Collections Library. The Duke collection rivals the hold-

ings of the National Archives in the richness of research material it offers for the

study of the financial history of the Confederacy.

George B.Tremmel

George B.Tremmel is a

retired DuPont

executive who has

been collecting

Confederate currency

since his high school

days. His first

purchase was a

Confederate

September 2, 1861,

twenty dollar bill,

which he bought for

one dollar. Articles

written by Mr.

Tremmel have

appeared in Paper

Money.
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YES! I want to support Duke University Library by making a gift at the following level:

O $ 10,000 Bibliophile (also President's Council

)

o $ 5,000 Benefactor (also Few Associates

)

o$ 2,500 Subscriber (also Washington Duke Club Fellow

)

,000 Sponsor (also Washington Duke Club

)

O $ 500 Patron

O $ 100 Sustainer

O $ 50 Member

O $ Other

O My employer will match this gift. Please enclose employer's matching giftform.

My gift should be designated for

O The Library Annual Fund

O The Friends of the Library: OProgram Support

The Endowment

O Other

)Book Fund ' ^Preservation Endowment Fund

Method of payment

O Check (make check payable to Duke University)

o Credit card: (Master Card/Visa/American Express)

O Stock (Please call 919 684-2338 for instructions)

O Faculty/staff payroll deduction of $ ($5/month minimum)

Pledge to be paid by June 30

I have included the Duke Library in my will

o I would like information on how to make a bequest to the Duke Library

Please send this form (or a copy) with your contribution to the

Duke University Library, Box 90197, Durham, NC 27708-0197
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I am a Negro graduate student in the Department of History at Harvard University and

am, at present, engaged in gathering and assembling material on my doctoral dissertation/'The

Free Negro in North Carolina prior to 1865." In talking to Professor Charles Sydnor at Duke last

summer, he informed me that there were several manuscript collections that would yield consid-

erable information for use in my dissertation. Recently, Mr. C.F. Crutchfield of the Historical

Records Survey was kind enough to present me with a copy of a "Guide to the Manuscripts at

Duke University" which has just been compiled by his office. A careful examination of this vol-

ume verified Professor Sydnor's statement.

If at all possible, I should like very much to examine certain selected collections there at

Duke during the second week in September. During the first week, I shall be at the University of

North Carolina, and it would be guite convenient for me to examine your materials just after my

sojourn in Chapel Hill. I shall go to Washington late next week to work in the Bureau of the

Census and the National Archives for a fortnight, and I would count it a great favor if I can receive

a reply from you before my departure.

John Hope Franklin to the Librarian at Duke University

4 August 1939

Telling Memories
Creating a Future from the Past

Edited by Alex Byrd

Conspicuous racial segregation and a carefully wrought rule of law supporting all manner of exclusion,

exploitation, and violence against the region's black residents defines the period of southern history from

the end of Reconstruction to the rise of the modern civil rights movement. But in day-to-day interactions

between black and white southerners, the general exigencies of Jim Crow rule and regulation did not

necessarily follow the letter of such laws; rather they often unfolded according to the unwritten rules and

silent pressures of local custom. So, although the structure of Jim Crow code might not vary significantly

between Virginia and Georgia, Kentucky and Alabama,the limits and possibilities of Jim Crow practice

could and did.What was possible in New Orleans, Louisiana might not be possible in Lake Charles. A joke

told in Atlanta might sound suspiciously like a challenge if uttered in Valdosta.What black folk expected of

one another around the coal camps of Drakesboro, Kentucky might get them killed just one county over.

connecting people + ideas
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Colored School." McDowell

< bounty, Maybeury, WV. n.d.

John H. Penn Family

Photographs. RBMSCL.

And so, if the warp and woof of southern race relations were not intricate enough, students of the

region's history and culture, in their quests to understand this period, must contend as well and

continuously with the complications of local custom—complications complicated further by the

fact that custom,as is its nature, often goes unremarked. In this regard, John Hope Franklin's 1939

letter to the Duke University Librarian is a fair illustration.The missive is a version of a kind of

letter written by history graduate students ever since archival research became a prerequisite for

admission into the profession. As such, it is supposed to demonstrate an interest and familiarity

with the collections to which the writer seeks access. Further, the letter is all the better if the

writer is able to produce some kind of personal introduction. Stylistically the application should

be impeccable. Franklin's message is all of this, but, given its return and inside addresses and the eminent fourth

word of the first sentence, it is clear as well that the communication might be more than one version of a well

known form. This note in particular has the feel of personal insurgency. Franklin is feeling out the customs

surrounding Duke's color bar:"l am a Negro graduate student.. ..If it is at all possible...." And relying himself on local

custom—especially personal connection and resume— he is making a play for entry:"ln talking to Professor

Charles Sydnor at Duke.. ..During the first week, I shall be at the University of North Carolina....! shall go to

Washington late next week to work in the Bureau of the Census and the National Archives ..."

I solely on Franklin's letter, we can only be confident of his intentions concerning Duke's color bar, not certain.

Likewise, though we may think ourselves assured of the particular disposition of his audience regarding the same,

we can hardly be positive.For the letter was written under the influence of and was itself an inquiry into the

customs of Jim Crow. And the trouble with custom, as I have already mentioned, is its love of silence.

Thankfully we do not have to rely only on Franklin's 1939 letter and related contemporary documents in trying to

piece together the kind of idiosyncrasy and maneuver necessary in the segregated South. Almost fifty years after

writing a graduate student letter to the Duke University Librarian, Franklin penned an essay clarifying matters of

custom and practice relating to his work as a black historian researching in the archives and libraries of the Jim

Crow South. That memoir/'Pursuing Southern History: A Strange Career,"fills out much of what is suggested,

implied, or alluded to in the earlier letter: some libraries, Duke among them, offered Franklin relatively unfettered

access to their collections. A few barred blacks unconditionally. Others accommodated Franklin under special

circumstances. And distressingly, depending on a

number of changing particulars, a single library

might at one time fall under more than one

category! So for black scholars desiring to use

southern libraries during the Jim Crow era,

testing and tempering an institution's racial

protocol was a task indeed.

"'White' Graded School." McDowell County,

Maybeury,WV. n.d. John H. Penn Family

Photographs. RBMS( I .
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It we are to comprehend better the twilight

world of the Jim Crow South, wc must do more

remembering. Coupling memoir with contemporary

documentation can have a clarifying effect, at once

personalizing and exposing a history too easily

shrouded in manners and myths. As has John 1 lope

f ranklin, Duke University employees Nelda Webb,

Willette McCandies, Mirinda Kossof, and Janie

Morris, each in her own way, shows us how. In pieces

conceived separately and for varying purpose, these

four women have taken time to reflect on the lives

they have lived in the South, putting words to places

and things that the passage of time, ironically, has

brought into greater focus.

Webb grew up in ( iranville County,

North Carolina during the 1960s. On

one nostalgic afternoon not too long

ago, she simply sat down at her desk,

outlined some major events in her

life, and hammered out a fourteen-

page reflection on her childhood. The essay was

meant for no one in particular and has remained on

her hard drive until now. The larger piece from which

the present excerpts are taken is an episodic, vivid

remembrance remarkable for the mural-like picture

it provides of black community and family life in

Granville, North Carolina.

For the past two years, Mirinda

Kossoff has been working on a book

about growing up in Danville,

Virginia, the "Last Capital of the

Confederacy." Her mother a

Southern Baptist and native North

Carolinian, her father a dentist and New Yorker ot

Russian-Jewish descent, the family a comfortable

middle class unit trying to move beyond its outsider

status, Kossoff writes a telling account about the

debilitating intersection of class, racial, and regional

prejudices in a New South town. In an excerpt from

her work-in-progress, she reveals how black and

white southerners could reside in intimate proximity,

yet thanks to the customs of Jim Crow remain

incredibly distant.

When her son graduated from col-

lege, Janie Morris presented him

with the essay "Separate but Equal:

Growing up in a Segregated Society."

What a wonderful gift. Part caution-

ary tale, part commemoration,

Morris's piece is a sobering reflection on the perva-

siveness of the former status quo and the remarkable

progress we have made since. In presenting her essay

to her son, Morris also made explicit a point the

other writers make implicitly throughout their work:

the sheer force and power of remembrance. Not sun

ply the power of memoir to help us see the past more

clearly, but memory's potential lor shaping the

future.

Willette Met landies recently retired
I

after more than twenty years with

Duke University housekeeping.

Almost five years ago she participat-

ed in an oral history project spon-

sored by the University's (.enter for

Documentary Studies that recorded the life stories of

more than a thousand black southerners: "Behind the

Veil: Documenting African American Life in the Jim

Crow South" (the interviews are reposed at the Rare

Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections Library.

See Duke University Libraries, Volume 9, Number3).

In excerpts from her Behind the Veil interview and in

an introductory essay written for this occasion,

McCandies allows us two related perspectives on

growing up in Hillsborough, North Carolina: one a

measured, solitary consideration of her life in the

Piedmont, the other a give and take with a younger

woman inquiring into her past, both examples of

how memory attends to different kinds of work.

111.

Preserving and disseminating the ruminations

of our time, these are also among the several missions

of the Library, and it is why we have collected the

remembrances of Webb, McCandies, Kossoff, and

Morris and present them here. Their reflections

reflect on the work we do in the Library.

Remembering and clarifying the customs and strug-

gles of the Jim Crow South while its witnesses are still

with us is imperative in and of itself and a challenge

the library has embraced. The collections and collect-

ing of the Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special

Collections Library and its John Hope Franklin

Center for African and African American

Documentation resonate with many of the issues and

concerns raised in the following essays.

In a broader sense, moreover, the essays pro-

vided by Webb, McCandies, Morris and Kossoff—the

first three Library employees—speak to the basic pro-

cesses at the heart of all of the Library's work: a sober

reflecting on and sorting of information in an effort

to preserve and call attention to what is significant.

This is the work at the Library's foundation; it will

remain unchanged no matter how else the Library

changes; and it is an intensely human endeavor.

Alex Byrd worked

in the Rare Book,

Manuscript, and

Special

Collections

Library while he

was a graduate

student at Duke

University.

Currently Mr. Byrd

is Research

Scholar in the

Department of

History at Rice

University.
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Nelda Webb's Memoir

I grew up with my brother and two sisters in Oxford, Granville County, North Carolina. We

lived in a small, three-room, brown wood house. The first room was my parents' bedroom and

the living room; the middle room belonged to us children; and the third room was the kitchen.

My two sisters shared bunk beds, and my brother and I shared a set, too.

Sometimes the little devil in

me would come out: one

time I rubbed my hand

against the arm of one of

the white students and said,

"Did it rub off on you?" As

time went on we discovered

that there was no real dif-

ference between blacks and

whites, except the color of

our skin.

There was no running water in the house

itself. The "outhouse" and the spigot were in the back

yard. To bathe, we had to heat water in a foot tub and

carry it to a wash tub. Even though I thought we were

poor, we never did without. Food was always plenti-

ful. My mother had sort of an account with a white

merchant named Mr. Freeman at the Red & White

store. On Saturday, when my mother was working,

we could "charge" food.

My mother, Ethel Lee Evans Webb, was (and

still is) a beautician. My father, Edward Thomas

Webb, worked for Farmers Exchange (now FCX). My

mother worked long hours to support us—some-

times from 7:00 a.m. one morning until 12:00 a.m.

the next. Usually my father got off work around 5:00

p.m., so in the evenings he was our baby-sitter and

caregiver: he clothed, bathed, and disciplined us

(with me getting the largest dose of the latter).

In Oxford we lived near a tobacco warehouse,

and about twelve miles from our house my maternal

grandfather raised tobacco on his farm. My grandpar-

ents, John Henry and Bessie Pettiford Evans, had

twelve living children and at least ten or more grand-

children at that time, so there was no real need to hire

any farmhands. I was seven or eight years old when I

started working around the farm. Even though we had

fun sometimes, it was hard work most of the time.

At the farm, our day began at 6:00 a.m. Since I

was too young to go into the fields to prime tobacco, I

stayed behind with the other women (my grandmoth-

er, sisters, aunts, and cousins). Our job was to take the

tobacco off the slide (which was pulled by horses and

mules), hand leaves to the tiers, or tie the tobacco to

sticks ourselves. The days were very long. Sometimes

we would all be in the strip house until 1 1:00 p.m.

Even at this young age, I also helped put tobacco in

the barn for curing. Sometimes I climbed almost to

the top of the barn to hand sticks of tobacco to the

6 Duke University Libraries



next person. We were something of an assembly line,

but we received no real wages. Our food was our pay.

Oxford wasn't all work. In the summer my

brother, cousins, neighbors, and I played and invent-

ed numerous games (I always played with my brother

because I was closer to his age than to my sisters'; so I

grew up being a tomboy). We played marbles, tackle

football, and Chinese hopscotch. We built cardboard

houses and climbed trees. Some of our diversions

were downright dangerous. We would lie down in the

middle of the road, wait for a car to come, and then

jump up. My siblings and cousins would have rock

fights; we would run through the yard with torches. I

remember being told on for lying in the road, and my

father's mother chasing me to the house where my

godmother Ma Madie lived.

On this occasion my godmother allowed my

grandmother to hit me only one time. Ma Madie was

always my protector—guarding me from whippings

for all the evil things I would do. She was my sitter

from the time I was three months old. Every day

around 5:00 p.m. Ma Madie pulled homemade bis-

cuits out of the wood-burning oven. You could smell

those biscuits before entering the house. I would eat

at least three or four with nothing on them.

In the early 1960s, for all intents and purposes

the Granville County schools were still segregated.

From the first through the fifth grade I attended

Orange Street School. My report card was good (A-B

honor roll), but my conduct was terrible: I talked a

lot in school. Once I was paid (not by a teacher) to

stay quiet for at least 15 minutes. At other times I was

paid to talk because people wanted to hear my

"heavy" voice. Talking always got me into trouble,

particularly in the fifth grade. Mrs. C. H. Johnson was

my fifth grade teacher. One of her legs had been

amputated, so she always walked with a cane.

Whenever I was talking in class, she would grab me

by the neck with the handle of her cane and pull me

close. For good reason, my desk was in front of the

class right beside hers.

From the sixth grade through the ninth grades

I attended Mary Potter High School. But in the fall of

1969, the schools in Granville County were partially

integrated, and I began attending J.F. Webb High

School as part of a pilot program. For the first time in

my life I rode a bus to school (and with white stu-

dents).

J.F. Webb High School was a fairly new school.

The textbooks at Webb were new; at the all-black

Mary Potter most of the textbooks were old. Come to

Nelda Webb, Willette McCandies, Janie Morris,

and Mirinda Kossof in photographs dating from

the time they recall in their essays.

think of it, everything about Webb was better, except

for some of the teachers. All the same, I did not want

to go to Webb; I wanted to graduate from Mary

Potter—the way my brother and sisters had.

The first year at Webb was not easy for the

students nor for the teachers, black or white. There

were fights just about everyday, and/or black students

protesting for some cause. We had a lot to protest

about—especially as many of us watched our

A-report cards turn into C-report cards. At Webb I

got a face-to-face look at bigotry. One of the white

students told us during a class discussion that he was

brought up to hate blacks because of the color of

their skin. As a child I was not taught to hate whites,

but I was made aware of racism.

Sometimes the little devil in me would come

out: one time I rubbed my hand against the arm of

one of the white students and said, "Did it rub off on

you?" As time went on we discovered that there was

no real difference between blacks and whites, except

the color of our skin.

During the 1960s, Granville County and the

city of Oxford were still segregated as well. At the

Orpheum movie theater blacks sat in the balcony and

whites below. Sometimes there was trouble when a

black person would throw popcorn or sodas down

onto the white moviegoers. Up in the balcony, even

though we may not have understood racism entirely,

we knew things were not right. The seating capacity

for whites was much larger (almost twice the size as it

was in the balcony), and it was much cleaner down-

stairs, too. Eventually the movie theater was desegre-

gated with no problems that I can recall.

But during these times, racial tension was still

at a high level. On holidays blacks would gather

"downtown" and the whites "uptown" to celebrate.

On one occasion (Halloween) a carload of white boys

came through the downtown area throwing eggs at

blacks and pointing guns out of the car window. Two

carloads of black boys chased them, but I never heard

of the outcome.
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Emily Willette McCandies Reflects

My daddy and mom bought this farm in 1941.They raised tobac-

co, grain, and much more. After moving there I started to school. I went

to this country one-room school.We had to walk a mile. Grade 1 through

7 went there.

I stayed in school there for two years, and then I went to

Hillsborough in the 3rd grade. The reason the country school was closed

was because there was too many children for one teacher. Going to the

school in Hillsborough, I still had to walk to meet the bus because I was

the only black child living in this area to get on the school bus. When I

was in the 10th grade, the bus started picking me up at home. There

were white school buses coming by, but I couldn't ride them. I felt bad about that.

I haven't been treated too bad. My daddy and mother was always treated fairly

good. My brothers and sister, even myself; we didn't have any complaints.

Thanks to the good Lord.

Going to the movies in the town of Hillsborough, we had to go upstairs in the

old Osburn Theater while the whites stayed on the first floor. We were called names

such as "black" and "nigger," but nothing much was said back. At the cafes we had to

go in the back door or go to the window to be served. In the 1960s I worked at a place

called Jack's Snack Shack in Hillsborough cooking. I felt bad because I couldn't serve

my color inside to eat. I worked there a long time. So integration started, and I moved

on else where. I have had a very good life here in Hillsborough, North Carolina.

8 Duke University Libraries



Excerpts from the Behind the Veil

Interview by Kate Ellis ofEmily Willette

McCandies

"Family"

Kate Ellis: This is Kate Ellis interview-

ing Emily Willette McCandies from

Hillsborough, North Carolina on Fune

8, 1994, at 2:30 p.m. When did you first

come to this area—Hillsborough?

Emily McCandies: I was about seven

years old. We moved down from

Alamance County, and this is where I

first started school.

Ellis: Who did you come down with?

McCandies: I came down with my

mother's brother and his wife. They

raised me from birth, so I've been with

them ever since.

Ellis: Your mother's brother, so your

uncle? Why did they—do you know

why they raised you?

McCandies: My parents died when I

was small.

Ellis: How did they die?

McCandies: I don't really know what

was wrong with my daddy, but my

mother died from tuberculosis.

Ellis: Oh, wow. So they took care of

you. So, did you move around the time

that your parents died? Or had you

already been living with your—

?

McCandies: I had already been living

with them because [my parents] were

sickly. And so my mother wanted her

brother to have me, and my mother's

cousin raised my sister.

Ellis: Did the aunt and uncle who

raised you—who were like your par-

ents—did they also have children of

their own, that they had together?

McCandies: Yes. They had seven.

Ellis: So, were you raised in that whole

family?

McCandies: Yes.

"Jim Crow Cars"

Kate Ellis: Were the trains segregated

when you were—

?

Emily McCandies: I'm sure (hey were

because I was about eight or nine years

old.

Ellis: Right. I guess they called them

)im Crow cars. Did you go in those?

Were you aware of other white passen-

gers in different parts of the train?

McCandies: Right, right.

Ellis: Did it ever leave an impression

on you? Did you ever sort of say, "Why

are we riding here? Why are we riding

separately from them?"

McCandies: No. On the train I never

did say, but riding the bus I would ask

my mother why we always had to ride

in the back, or either why would we

have to stand if the seats filled up.

Ellis: And what would she say?

McCandies: She would just say, "Well,

we'll just have to stand up."

Ellis: So, she never really

—

McCandies: Gave me a good answer,

[laughs]

"Color Bars"

Emily McCandies: When I was grow-

ing up, we could shop most any place.

There was no certain place that blacks

had to go to.

Kate Ellis: Oh, really?

McCandies: Yes. We could shop at any

of the stores. The only thing—we just

couldn't eat at any place we wanted to.

Just like the little restaurant that 1

worked at here [in Hillsborough}

—

you know, blacks couldn't come in, sit

down and eat there.

Ellis: Now, that restaurant— 1 just want

to go back to the year that that was.

That was in the early 1960s?

McCandies: Right. I can't remember

what year I started working there. I

think it was in the 1960s when I started

working there.

Ellis: What did you make of it then,

when you worked there, that they

wouldn't allow black customers to

come?

McCandies: What did I think of it?

Ellis: Yes.

McCandies: Well, I felt bad. I'm working

there, and they couldn't come in.

Ellis: Were you waitressing? Is that what

you were doing?

McCandies: No, I was helping cook. And

then we had to still take orders.

Ellis: Right.

McCandies: You know, blacks had to

come to the window outside, come back

to the back door, and we'd wait on them.

It made me feel bad.

Ellis: Did they ever say anything to you?

McCandies: Never did. My brother came

down one weekend. This is my parents'

son that raised me. He came down from

Virginia, and he was on his way back,

and he stopped to tell me goodbye. He

came in and sat down and drank a soda

and talked to me, and nobody said any-

thing to him.

Ellis: Really? Is that because they knew

that he was your brother?

McCandies: Yes.

Ellis: So they just let it go?

McCandies: Just passed it over.

Ellis: They just let it go?

McCandies: Right, [laughs]

Ellis:[laughs] Were you nervous when he

first walked through that door?

McCandies: I was. I was nervous.

[laughs]

Ellis: And he knew what he was doing?

McCandies: Yes. [laughs]

Ellis: [laughs]

McCandies: Nothing ever was said.

Ellis: What was it like when things start-

ed changing?

McCandies: It was exciting. We got to go

into the restaurants to cat. You would be

a little nervous, but it soon passed ov^

after a while.
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Separate But Equal:
Growing Up in a Segregated Society

Janie Morris

Hillsborough, North Carolina must have been like thousands of other

small towns in the southern United States during the 1950s: mother, flag, apple

pie, and the insidious custom of racial seg regation ."Wh ites only" signs and plac-

ards dotted restaurant windows in towns and villages across the South. "We

reserve to right to refuse service to anyone." Practically speaking, of course,"any-

one"meant blacks.

Comfortable, safe, and shielded from

the harsh realities defining the other

side of the color line, I cheerfully grew

up not once asking "Why?"Why did

blacks sit in the balcony at the Osburn

Theater in Hillsborough while only

whites sat on the first floor? I suppose,

however, that there were those in the

Osburn balcony who did ask the ques-

tion "Why?" and discovered only frus-

tration in the answer—for popcorn

occasionally rained down upon us

white folk on the first floor.

Looking back on it now, what bothers me

most is that the segregation so prevalent throughout

my childhood did not bother me "nary a bit" then.

How could I have been so accepting as to go unfazed

by a custom that relegated an entire people to sepa-

rate and unequal accommodations? Comfortable,

sate, and shielded from the harsh realities defining

the other side of the color line, I cheerfully grew up

not once asking "Why?" Why did blacks sit in the bal-

cony at the Osburn Theater in Hillsborough while

only whites sat on the first floor? I suppose, however,

that there were those in the Osburn balcony who did

ask the question "Why?" and discovered only frustra-

tion in the answer—for popcorn occasionally rained

down upon us white folk on the first floor.

Schools were segregated until the tall ot 1963

in Hillsborough and while there was usually little

contact between black and white students at the

county's segregated high schools, both provided

marching bands for the annual Hillsborough

Christmas parade. I remember distinctly how we

whites looked forward to seeing blacks participate in

the parade. People would talk about how much more

enthusiastic and peppy the black marching band was

than the white one. This attitude may have reflected

the stereotyped view that blacks had a natural

rhythm we whites did not possess. At any rate, the

opinion that blacks always had a better band than the

whites was a commonly held view among the people

I knew. I was in the last high school class that gradu-

ated from a segregated high school in the Orange

10 Duke University Libraries



County school system. During my final years in high

school, I remember hearing the word "consolidation"

used to describe the upcoming integration ot the

county's schools.

In town, some business offices were segregated

as well. The one I remember best was my dentist's

office. The colonial-style brick office building had a

door and waiting room at the front for white patients

and a back door and waiting room for black patients.

Even the rooms where Dr. Moore worked on patients'

teeth were segregated: two rooms at the front for

whites, one room at the back for blacks. As far as I

can remember, there were no signs on the outside

doors indicating "whites only" or "coloreds only," but

everyone just seemed to know and abide by this

unwritten code of conduct.

Dr. Moore retired several years ago and a

young female dentist, Dr. Ray, has taken over his

practice, which is in the same building. As Dr. Ray is

my mother's dentist, I had the occasion to speak to

her recently when I took my mother for an appoint-

ment. I was curious to know if Dr. Moore had ever

told her about his separate entrances for blacks and

whites. "Oh, yes," she said matter of factly, "he had a

separate waiting room for blacks as well as a separate

room to work on [black] patients' teeth." The build-

ing had been constructed in 1955, she noted. Ironic, I

thought, since Brown vs. the Board of Education

became law in 1954. ('hanging people's attitudes and

customs, however, is always difficult.

With the 1954 Brown vs. the Board of

Education ruling, the idea of separate but equal

began to crumble in the South, but even then it fell

away only slowly. Remember Selma, Birmingham,

Little Rock, Martin Luther King, )r., the freedom rid-

ers, and George Wallace? The Osburn Theater closed

before integration became an issue. Blacks never did

have the opportunity to sit with whites on the first

floor of the theater; whites never sat in the balcony.

Yet, schools were integrated in the fall of 1963 with

little fanfare as I recall. I do not remember when

blacks and whites were allowed to enter through the

same door at Dr. Moore's office.
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With the 1 954 Brown vs. the

Board of Education ruling, the

idea of separate but equal began

to crumble in the South, but even

then it fell away only slowly.

Remember Selma, Birmingham,

Little Rock, Martin Luther King,

Jr., the freedom riders, and

George Wallace?
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Growing Up
in the

"Last Capital of the Confederacy"
Mirinda Kossoff

Chance selected Danville as the town where I would grow up. Few people outside Southside Virginia

know that in 1963 it was a pivotal battleground in the campaign for civil rights in the South. Fewer still

want to remember it. As a transplanted seedling of mixed Jewish and Southern Baptist roots, I was mostly

concerned with fitting in. My memories, like the town's, are selective.

belong would simply get tangled in a

maze of Hawthornes.

Growing up, I had a compartmen-

talized view of black people. They were

either scary, or ignorant and incompe-

tent, or both. Or they were the people

who took care of me.

Though I can't remember exactly

what was said or how this warning was

conveyed to me, I had absorbed the idea

that black men could be predatory and

that a girl child had to be wary. I have a

memory I've never been able to shake. I

don't know if it really happened or if it

was a particularly vivid dream or simply

the product of my childish imagination.

I'm running in the woods behind our

house, where I often played by myself.

I'm tearing through the underbrush and

see a fallen log I know I can easily leap.

As I land on the other side, I see a black

man lying next to the log, as if hiding

behind it, clutching a knife. I freeze with

terror. He tells me that if I say nothing to

anyone about him, he won't hurt me. I

promise and run away, pumping my

skinny legs as fast as they can go.

All the messages I got about black

people who lived in our town had noth-

ing to do with the two Eleanors I loved

with singular devotion—or one Eleanor

and one Elnora, to be exact. Eleanor

came first, as maid and baby sitter. I

don't remember sitting in my mother's

lap, but I remember being held by

There were

two Danvilles real-

ly. Instead of rail-

road tracks to

mark which side

was the wrong

side, there was the

river. North of the

river the mill

workers lived and

shopped, over

12,000 of them, in

what originally

had been a sepa-

rate community

called Schoolfield,

built for the work-

ers by the town's

largest employer,

Dan River Mills. Schoolfield had its own

business district, a less gussied version of

the one in South 1 )anviile where the

business and professional classes lived.

Most ot the mill workers were white.

Negroes—or colored people as we called

them then—were allowed to work only

in the most menial jobs at the mill, as

sweepers, scourers, floor cleaners or jani-

tors. Danville blacks had their own sec-

tion of town, places called Almagro and

Pohouse Hill, where we didn't go.

We lived for six years in North

Danville, in four different houses. When

we moved across the river, I was in the

sixth grade, and I knew I had come over

from the

wrong side.

I attended

Forest Hills

Elementary

with the

children of

Danville's

upper crust,

at least

those who

weren't sent

away to pri-

vate school.

I >anville's

old money

corralled

themselves

111 I ou st

Hills, the city's toniest neighborhood.

There were enormous brick Tudor-style

houses and nouveau Tara houses, on

streets that radiated, like the spokes of a

wheel, off one central hub. All the streets

leading from that central point were

called Hawthorne, confusing anyone

who ventured in and was not part of the

neighborhood. I think of Hawthorne as a

metaphor for Danville's class and racial

divisions. Instead of Hawthorne, the

neighborhood's signs might as well have

said "No Admittance—You Know Who

You Are." Black maids and gardeners

were admitted as long as they kept to

their service role. Anyone else who didn't
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Eleanor. In a deep, resonant alto, she

would sing to me, "Oh come, come,

come to the church in the Wyldewood,

oh come to the church in the vale; no

place is so dear to my childhood as the

little brown church in the vale."

Eleanor had a family of her own.

She was married to an itinerant Baptist

minister and had several children. She

worked long hours to help support her

family by taking care of ours. She often

alluded to the scope of her responsibili-

ties by speaking about her husband's

poor health. My mother hinted that he

might be more lay-about than sick. Still,

in addition to meager wages, she gave

Eleanor food to take home to her family.

Eleanor was eventually replaced

by Elnora who came to us when she was

just a teenager. Where Eleanor was like a

kindly aunt or substitute mother, Elnora

was the older sister Ed always longed for.

She had her own bedroom, a room Dad

had built off the rec room in the base-

ment, and lived with us during the week.

On weekends she would go back to her

family who were tobacco sharecroppers

(One summer I worked with her and her

family handing tobacco to be tied and

hung in the curing barns).

Elnora had a flawless, milk choco-

late complexion and white, even teeth

that glistened when she smiled. She was

exacting about the housework, teaching

me to clean mirrors with a solution of

vinegar and water because that kept

them from streaking. Elnora rolled my

hair on pink sponge rollers and critiqued

my clothes. Before school each morning,

I always presented myself for her inspec-

tion. Did this dress look okay? Would she

comb out my hair? After school, she'd fry

up a batch of home-made french fries,

shaking them in a brown paper bag to

blot up the cooking oil.

It was Elnora who talked to me

about sex, nothing textbook, just her

own version of how to handle an over-

eager partner, fooling him into thinking

he'd had sex with her. "
It's easy," she

laughed. "I just put some lotion in my

hand, make a fist with an opening ami let

him go at it. If you hold it down between

your legs, he won't know the difference."

One fall, Elnora left abruptly.

Mom told my younger sisters and

brother that she had to take care of her

mother. In truth. Elnora had gotten preg-

nant and went home to have the baby.

Elnora's version of events was that her

mother had an unplanned pregnancy,

and Elnora had gone back to take care of

her. The facts were that Elnora's mother

adopted the baby and raised it as her

own. Elnora came back to us a year later

and forever after referred to her son as

her brother. I had been lonely while she

was away and viewed her departure as an

abandonment. I was jealous of her other

family and their demands on her.

Much to my delight, Elnora took

vacations with us so my mother wouldn't

have to cook. Summers my father rented

a big grey shingled cottage on the beach

at Nags Head, on North Carolina's Outer

Banks. Elnora had a bedroom to herself

while we kids shared rooms. She would

pack a lunch for us to eat on the way to

the beach: bologna sandwiches with

mustard or tried chicken.

The summer we took the trip to

Canada, we couldn't pack enough food

to last us the long drive from southern

Virginia. I discovered that Elnora

wouldn't eat with us in restaurants along

the way. Since she was barred from

eating at restaurants in Danville, she

wasn't taking any chances. She'd sit

patiently in the car, waiting for us to

bring food out to her. I guess neither she

nor my parents wanted to risk the

embarrassment of being refused service.

At least not until we crossed the border

into Canada.

In Danville, I accepted as natural

that blacks couldn't eat with us publicly,

or drink from the same water fountains,

or use the same bathrooms as whites. It

was just the way things were, and I didn't

question it. Nevertheless, I never got my

mind around the fact that Elnora could

eat at the table with us at home but not

when we were all out in public.

My mother complained that

Elnora stole things regularly, small

things—a couple of cans from the

pantry, a new pair of pajamas my mother

had bought for my brother. Sometimes

Mom mentioned the missing item, and it

would magically reappear. Other times

she let it go. Elnora was too valuable and

too good a housekeeper to confront

about this behavior. I knew about it, too.

We all regarded it as the price of doing

business with Elnora. I reasoned that she

was, after all, a member of the family, so

she had a right to take things she needed

every now and then.

Once I suspected Elnora was the

cause of the disappearance of a favorite

necklace that I had gotten as a souvenir

on some vacation or another. I used my

mother's technique of wondering aloud

what had happened to it, but the neck-

lace didn't reappear. I never accused

Elnora because I loved her too much and

was afraid of losing her. Maybe she didn't

have any jewelry, I thought. I felt alter-

nately guilty about having so much more

than she did and angry that she would

take something from me. If she'd asked, I

would have given it to her, especially if

she would have let me wear it now and

again.

3o
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writer s page

More Than You Know

Melissa Maloul and [ackie

You try not to

run into one

another if, on

one such

occasion, one

of you has

said, "I hate

my life."

by Melissa Malouf

Keep your eyes peeled: a gruesome piece of advice, when you think about it, isn't? But

I'll admit to saying it more than a few times to my young helper, a ten-year-old good fairy of

a girl whose given name is Constance but who calls herself Bunny because, she says, it

rhymes with sunny and honey and money and funny. She tells me that she has decided to

become a happy person when she grows up.

Bunny's mother was not a happy person. I knew her, sort of—the way you know

neighbors who are not your friends. You engage in some small talk if you happen to run into

one another. "How's that adorable daughter of yours?" Things like that. You try not to run

into one another if, on one such occasion, one of you has said, "I hate my life."

She said it, by the way. Not me.

Bunny lives three doors down with her father (her mother "went off somewhere"

when Bunny was eight) and the girlfirends who move in glossy and hopeful and then move

out alter a while, uncombed, unable, Bunny tells me, to displace the oft-recalled mother.

Bunny's father is a good-looking carpenter with more business than he can handle. He

seems a decent sort—the kind of man who would be a better father than a mate, apparently

fickle as they come with grown-up females but devoted, if not entirely to his daughter, then

at least to his fatherhood, and there's something (or other) to be said for that.

Bunny tells me that the girlfriends always leave things behind, just in case: one left an

antique wing-backed chair and matching ottoman, another bequeathed European kitchen

utensils, a new coffee pot, vases to be filled with fresh-cut flowers. The last one left behind a

big orange cat.

"When I grow up," Bunny told me, "I'm going to have a blue and silver pick-up truck

that can carry all my pots and pans and cats while I search tor a regular husband."

She guessed one of the things I was about to ask, and added, "I won't start the search

until after I graduate from college."

"Good plan," I said. "Where will you look?"

"High and low."

"Stick with high."

"The whole time?"

"Trust me."

V * ¥

"Why didn't you ever look for a new husband, Alice?"

"I've never owned a truck."

"You could get one. A green one, totally green, even the what-d-ya-call-it."

"Upholstery?"

"Yeah. And a license plate with your name on it."

"I'm too old now, honey bun."
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"You're just saying that because you're a scaredy cat, aren't you?"

"Sometimes. Maybe mostly."

"I'm not scared of anything," she told me.

"We're both asking for trouble, aren't we?"

"Yep, I guess we are."

I gave Bunny my bicycle only after she promised with all manner of crossing her heart

that she would never forget to wear a helmet. She tried mine on, one of the first of its kind,

bulbous and heavy, and we both burst out laughing. So 1 proposed to buy her a new one,

sleek and up-to-date. It took well over an hour at the sporting goods store for her to pick one

out—it's purple, with black and white wings above the ears. I told her she looks like Mercury

in that helmet. She told me she looks like a poisonous mushroom. And she does—but she

wears it nonetheless.

For all the right reasons, seems to me, I didn't mention to Bunny that I've never worn

mine, though I've had it for years. I never could get used to the damn thing. Not because it's

clunky—which it surely is—but because, from the beginning, when I had my first real bike, I

too much enjoyed the look of my shadow, my wild hair lifted and whipping like a horse's tail.

Down deserted dirt roads and in the school playground I would go as fast as I could, then

faster, racing the shadow-girl with the flying hair, who didn't seem to be afraid of anything.

Several years and bikes later, when going for a ride became a matter of exercise, of

fighting off the middle-age spread, I would head out in the early morning, early enough to

witness the good aim of the seasoned paperboys, the flower-mangling misfires of the new-

comers. For the most part, I stayed away from the main drags, even though, at that hour, they

were empty and hushed. In low gear, for the benefit of my legs, I toured the better neighbor-

hoods, up near the golf course— I could hear the nighttime

sprinklers cease, one by one. I saw front porch lights blink off,

smelled the sweetly nutty magnolia trees, and bacon frying.

The dog-walkers would give me a wave or a nod, as if to say

yes, me too, it's a blessing to be out at this awakening time of

day. I went just fast enough to make a breeze that would even-

tually unloosen from their bobby-pins a few long strands of

hair, faint echoes of that galloping shadow-girl.

I once saw a pretty woman in a pink negligee run after

her dressed-for-work husband as he headed for his car. She hit

him in the back with the yellow pages. Twice. She didn't say a

word, just walloped him as hard as she could. He ignored her,

got in his car, and drove away. Another time I saw a teenage

girl climbing from the wide branch of a pearly sycamore tree

into an upstairs window. And once I saw a balding, heavy-set

man at the bottom of his driveway, fetching the newspaper. As

I passed, he opened his bathrobe and showed me his genitals.

He gave them a little underneath fluffing, but to tell you the

truth that didn't do anything to banish the image of a half-

collapsed apple-shaped pin cushion, with its stem drooping to

one side.

I had to stop cycling a couple of years ago, when my

back began to beg for mercy. On one of my last mornings out,

though I paid for it later, I rode through downtown and then

circled the lake at Fairmont Park, as fast as I could go, blew my

tidy french roll into a mess of remembered pleasure.

Melissa Malouf is Associate

Professor of the Practice of

English and Director of the

A.B. Duke Scholarship

Program. She is the author

of the novel It Had to be You

and Wo Guarantees, a

collection of stories.

Down deserted dirt

roads and in the

school playground I

would go as fast as I

could, then faster,

racing the shadow-girl

with the flying hair,

who didn't seem to be

afraid of anything.
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notes

Exhibits
In the Perkins Library Gallery

January/February

Xanadu, The Imaginary Place:A

Showcase ofArtwork and Writings by

North Carolina's Children

March

The Kenneth Willis Clark Collection of

Greek Manuscripts—Monks and

Humanists

April

From the Duke University Archives

—

Student Life: Public and Private Space

on Campus, Historic and Contemporary

Views

Xanadu in Word

and Image

On January 19 University

Librarian David Fernero hosted a

celebration of the publication of

Xanadu, Ihe Imaginary Place: A

Showcase ofArtwork and Writings

by North Carolina's Children. Xanadu

is the second project undertaken by

Shakti for Children, a nonprofit

Durham, NC organization founded

in 1993 by Duke alumna Maya

Ajmera to "teach children in the

United States to value diversity and

to grow into productive, caring citi-

zens of the world."

Students from twenty-five

North Carolina elementary schools

depicted an ideal place in poetry

and murals for the Xanadu project.

Reproductions of two of the tozciu

murals will appear in UNICEF's cal-

endar for the year 2000. Olateju

Omolodun.a Shakti staff member

and the project leader for Xanadu,

characterizes the book's poetry and

artwork:"! think what stands out

most are the common themes, such

as the need for a clean environ-

ment, the need to honor all life, and

the need for everybody to feel safe

in their home."

A selection of the colorful

Xanadu murals decorated the

Perkins Library's Gothic Reading

Room on the evening of the publi-

cation party. After introductory

remarks by Mr. Fernero and Ms.

Ajmera and Ms. Omolodun, seven of

the book's young authors recited

their poems for the 250 assembled

parents, children, and members of

the Duke community. Special guest

John Hope Franklin, James B. Duke

Professor Emeritus of History, con-

cluded the celebration by reading

his Xanadu story, which appears as

the introduction to the book.

"Welcome to Xanadu,"

created by students from

G.W. Carver Elementary

School, Pinetops, NC. View

all of the Xanadu images at

ftp:// 1 52.3.242. 19/pub/.

Click on Xanadu at the end

of the directory and then

select schools individually.
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Events

Duke Dad Tom

Wollc reading '/.old

by Frederick

Brown. Mr. Wolfe

was photographed

in the Thomas

Room at Duke's

Lilly Library on

October 24, 1998.

during Parents Weekend at the Lilly

Library. On that occasion the

authors were introduced by their

daughters: Alexandra Wolfe, Lauren

Crais,and KatherineClemans.

Members of the Friends of the

Library will be mailed invitations to

the March 25 dinner. Non-members

who are interested in attending the

dinner should call (919) 660-5816.

Members will receive priority in

purchasing tickets to the event.

Tom Wolfe

Among Friends

Best-selling author Tom Wolfe

will be the speaker at the March 25

Friends of the Library dinner. Wolfe,

whose new novel, A Man in Full, has

enjoyed a success that began with

its pre-publication nomination for

the National Book Award, will be

making his second appearance at a

Duke library event.Wolfe and fellow

first-year parents Anita Shreve and

Robert Crais all read on October 24

Duke's Best Books

Playing off the Modern Library's list of the twentieth century's 100 best books, the Perkins Library Reference

Department made best novel lists the theme of the library's Oktoberfest booth. Reference librarians handed out bal-

lots and encouraged Duke students to help create a Duke list.There were 268 ballots submitted, listing more than

400 titles. Here are the top ten vote-getters:

1 The Great Gatsby by F.Scott Fitzgerald

2 The Catcher in the Rye, by J.D.Salinger

3 1984, by George Orwell

4 Catch-22, by Joseph Heller

5 To Kill a Mockingbird, by Harper Lee

6 Beloved, by Toni Morrison

1 Slaughterhouse-Five, by Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.

8 Heart ofDarkness, by Joseph Conrad

9 Brave New World, by Aldous Huxley

10 The Grapes of Wrath, by John Steinbeck

January 19

A celebration of the publication of Xanadu,

The Imaginary Place, with special guest

John I lope f ranklin

7:00 p.m., Perkins Library, Gothic Reading

Room

February 4

Engaging Vacuity: Elizabeth Kiss, Associate

Professor of the Practice of Political Science

and Director of the Kenan Ethics Program,

Can Ethics Be Taught: Promoting Ethics

Across the Curriculum

5:00 p.m., Perkins Library, Rare Book

Room

March 2

Peter Carey reading from his latest novel,

Jack Maggs. Co-sponsored by the Center

for International Studies and the Friends of

Duke University Library

12:30 p.m., Perkins Library, Rare Book

Room

March 24

Dr. John Sharpe, curator of "The Kenneth

Willis Clark Collection of Greek

Manuscripts—Monks and Humanists,"

speaking about the exhibit

4:30 p.m., Perkins Library, Rare Book

Room

March 25

The Friends of Duke University Library

annual business meeting and dinner, fea-

turing guest speaker Tom Wolte

7:00 p.m., Searle Center

March 26-27

Spring meeting of the Library Advisory

Board

April 1

Engaging Faculty: Professor Ron Witt,

Department of History, In the Footsteps of

the Ancients.

3:00 p.m., Perkins Library, Rare Book

Room

Questions? Call (919) 660-5816 or send e-

mail to bin@maiUib.duke.edu.
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knowledge bytes
Internet Sites Selected for the Readers ofMe University Libraries

United States Historical Census

Data Browser

Historic American Sheet Music

(Duke University Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections Library)

Funded by a grant from the Library of (ongress/Ameritech National Digital Library Competition, this

site includes digital images of over 16,000 pages of sheet music from 3042 pieces published in the United

States between 1850 and 1920.The site includes background information about the music itself as well as

the social, cultural, and political events that shaped the songs and that are depicted in the pieces.

The images can be searched in a variety of ways, including title, first line, subject, composer, lyricist, per-

former, artist, dedicatee, publishing information, or advertising. Visitors to the site can also browse by subject

content, illustration type, advertisings decade. A timeline by decade links the songs to the events of the

period.The images and database will become part of the Library of Congress's American Memory site early

in 1999.See sample images beginning on page 22.

This site from the University of

Virginia Library provides census data

from 1 790- 1970.The data describe the

people and the economy of the US for

each state and county for the time

period.The site includes an extensive

historical background section detailing

changes in census data collecting since

1 790 The viewer may search by census

data category (e.g. population, manu-

facturing) and, within the categories,

may view data for individual counties

of each state.

Avalon Project (Yale University)

"The purpose of the Avalon Project is to present

digital historical documents relevant to the fields of

law, economics, politics, diplomacy and government on

the World Wide Web In addition to making available

the static text, we plan to add value to the text by link-

ing to supporting documents expressly referred to in

the body of the text.We are currently working on,

among other things: the debates in the Federal

Convention of 1 787, reported by James Madison, mate-

rials relating to the Nuremberg trials, works by Thomas

Jefferson.and materials relating to diplomatic relations

between the United States and Europe in the 18th and

19th centuries." Most recently added to the site are

colonial charters, grants and related documents, addi-

tional Nuremberg Proceedings; more documents relat-

ing to Nazi-Soviet diplomacy; and documents from the

Cuban missile crisis.
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Louis Agassiz Fuertes

This site is a database of 2500 of the illustrations of Louis Agassiz Fuertes, culled from Cornell University's large collection

of his bird illustrations. Fuertes was a native Ithacan and the nation's most notable ornithological painter since Audubon.The

database can be searched by bird name or keyword, scientific name, year of the illustration, type of work (e.g., bookplate,

sketch, drawing), or medium (e.g., ink, crayon, pencil).

Viewers will find here, as well, an exhibit based on the journal Fuertes kept during the 1899 scientific expedition along

the Alaskan coast funded by railroad magnate Edward H. Harnman.

If you would like to

recommend a web site

for inclusion in a

future issue of Duke

University Libraries,

contact Joline Ezzell at

jre@mail.lib.duke.edu.



collections highlight

Bringing the World into Focus

The film and video collection, like other segments of the

library's holdings, is a work in progress. From its inception 20

years ago, the collection has grown to 8,000 titles. These titles, pro-

duced in more than 60 countries, include documentaries, features,

and animated films. From the outset the film and video collection

has been developed as a teaching tool, with the direction of its

expansion often driven by faculty interests and curricular changes.

These factors were the impetus for a recent three-year infusion

into the collection of more than 250 videos from South Asia,

India, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka.

The Triangle South Asia Consortium, an educational coop-

erative composed of the South Asian faculty of Duke, UNC-CH

and NCSU, were joint recipients of the Department of Education

grant that funded Duke's three-year enrichment of its South Asian

video holdings. In addition to

enhancing Duke's South Asian

film/video collection, the acqui-

sitions bring the combined

holdings of South Asian titles in

the Research Triangle libraries

to a research level that will sup-

port both teaching and

advanced scholarship.

Duke's newly acquired

videos reveal economic, social,

and cultural aspects of South

Asian society and provide

insights into the Asian-

American experience. The

videos will be pertinent to research and coursework in area stud-

ies, language, history, political science, sociology, women's studies,

religion and the arts. While documentaries are well represented

among the new titles, many of the purchases are feature films.

These films are primarily Indian, befitting India's status as the

world's largest producer of feature films.

Fredric Jameson, director of the Program in Literature,

addressing the importance of the library's recent acquisitions, says,

"Of all the great world cinemas, Indian film is the least well-

known here and the least accessible, with the single exception of

Santyajit Ray's films." According to Professor Jameson,"... Indian

cinema has an old tradition, and the major provinces have all pro-

duced significant films in their own languages. [The Library's] new

holdings will appreciably enhance our knowledge of India and of

Indian film, as well as of world cinema."

The role films and videos play in the classroom varies as

widely as the vision and style of the faculty who show them.

Professor Satti Khanna of Asian and African Languages and

Literature Program uses vivid imagery to describe the value that

the South Asian films add to her teaching:

Viewing South Asian fiction films is like walk

ing into a greenhouse from a bare street. The bare

street is our skimpy knowledge of cultural contexts

when we first encounter utterances in simple 1 lindi.

The greenhouse is the sense of profuse autonomous

culture which the films provide. I have used South

Asian films in every language class I teach.

Professor Khanna adds, "The acquisitions will also be

a key resource for the tele/video course on Indian Cinema

which I intend to offer in the Fall of 1999."

Professor Sucheta Mazumdar, Department of History, uses

the South Asian films in her courses on women in Asia, Africa and

the Middle East. She says:

The video collection is

absolutely crucial to

my teaching. For

example, [the film] A

Time to Rise is an excel-

lent way of introducing

the union activism

among Indian immi-

grant women when

discussing Asian immi-

gration history, and

Bhaji on the Beach

explores the complex

world of Indian youth

subculture in Britain and the United States.

Professor Vasant Kaiwar, who teaches courses on Modern

South Asia in the History Department, uses both documentary

and feature films:

It is immensely enriching to have visual media

in today's classroom of students who grew up with

and respond to visual stimuli. I find video very useful

to give students a visual image of South Asia and to

provide different voices in the classroom.

Preparation of a guide to South Asian film and video hold-

ings of the Triangle research libraries is in production. It will be

published on the Web and, funds permitting, also in paper.

Jane Agee

Film Librarian
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from the University Librarian

The Campaign for Duke, which was

announced in October, has an ambitious goal of

$1.5 billion. Yet this dollar goal only symbolizes the

greater intangible goals that are inherent in the

University's mission of teaching and research.

Similarly, the $30 million that the University

Libraries intend to raise during the Campaign is

important for what it will enable the Libraries to do.

The Libraries serve the University by providing a link

to the past, a forum for the present, and a bridge to

the future—all with the purpose of connecting peo-

ple and ideas.

The $30 million goal addresses specific library

priorities:

Perkins Library Renovation ($15 million)

As a setting for research, learning, scholarly

discourse, and social interactions, the l ibraries must

offer functional and inviting venues that meet the

varied demands of a leading research university's

faculty and students. Transforming the main floor of

Perkins into a dynamic user-centered facility is the

first stage of a more extensive building renovation.

The focus of the initial construction will be to pro-

vide faculty and students with individual and group

areas conducive to learning, reflection, and discus-

sion. Our goal is to configure flexible space that

accommodates people and collections in an environ-

ment of rapid technological growth.

Collections ($9.5 million)

As a center for research and teaching, the

Libraries play a major role in supporting the

University's mission of providing a superior educa-

tion. In fulfilling this role, the Libraries continue to

furnish traditional print-based materials while offer-

ing increasingly sophisticated access to a growing

array of electronic resources. Collection development

must match the University's program strengths,

emerging areas of study, new interdisciplinary

emphases, and shifts in curricular locus.

In addition to generating an infusion of fund-

ing tor the Libraries' general collections during this

Campaign, we will direct special attention to enrich-

ing three cross-disciplinary centers within the

Libraries:

• John Hope Franklin Research Center for

African and African American Documentation

• John W. Hartman Center for Sales,

Advertising and Marketing History

•Women's Archives

The goal is to build on the University's aca-

demic strengths in these areas by deepening collec-

tions, providing enhanced reference services, offering

study grants, and bringing significant materials to

user communities through traditional and digital

means.

Preservation ($1.5 million)

The world's large research libraries have a

responsibility for ensuring that the human legacy of

recorded knowledge is available to future generations.

Half of Duke's 4.7 million volumes are in danger of

disintegrating because they are printed on highly

acidic paper. Contributions directed to this Campaign

initiative will create a full-scale preservation program

that will address the long-term stability of the Duke

library collections, a treasure of knowledge.

Technology ($4 million)

The electronic revolution has freed libraries

and all who rely on their resources from the limita-

tions of card catalogs and the confines of discrete

physical space. Technology has transformed how

libraries do their work, how faculty teach, and how

students learn. With the appropriate financial under-

writing for technology, the Duke Libraries will

develop innovative electronic resources and services,

meeting the rapidly changing expectations of

faculty and students and providing them with power-

ful tools for lifelong learning. This Campaign goal

encompasses funding requirements for physical

space, digitization programs, an Alumni Electronic

Literacy Program, and a technological infrastructure

for the Libraries.

As you can see, the Campaign for Duke has

particular significance for the Libraries. I have given

you only a taste of what is possible for the future with

a successful Campaign. I hope you will be interested

and intrigued enough by this sample to want to

read the Libraries Campaign Case Statement! lust call

my office (919) 660-5800 for a copy.

David S. Ferriero

Vice Provost for Library Affairs and University Librarian
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A Numerical Review of the Duke University Library System for 1997-1998

Totals Include the Perkins System Libraries

and the Libraries for Business, Divinity, Law and Medicine

Books

Volumes held June 30, 1 998 4,764,033

Serials

Total number of serials received currently 34,872

Audiovisual Materials

Cartographic 127,862

Audio 23,896

Film and Video 12,270

Other Library Materials

Government Documents 1,377,009

Microforms 3,499,970

Computer Files 4,547

Manuscripts and Archives (linear feet) 25,447

Personnel

Professional Staff, FTE 118

Support Staff, FTE 177

Student Assistants, FTE 64

Library Materials

Monographs $3,262,426

Current Serials Including Periodicals 5,663,328

Other Library Materials

(e.g. microforms, a/v, etc.) 165,575

Miscellaneous (Includes expenditures for computer files,

database searches, interlibrary loan and document delivery) 440,230

Total Library Materials $9,531,559

Contract Binding 271,482

Salaries and Wages

Professional Staff $5,464,722

Support Staff 4,160,725

Student Assistants 594,5 1

9

Total Salaries and Wages $10,219,966

Other Operating Expenditures 3,896,238

Total Library Expenditures $23,919,245
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Donors
July 1,1997 to June 30, 1998
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The sheet music is from the

Historic American Sheet

Music Project completed

recently by Duke

University's Rare Book,

Manuscript, and Special

Collections Library (See p.

19). Pieces appearing on

pages 22-27 were all

published in the 1890s.

Bibliophiles

Bibliophiles have

contributed $10,000 or

more.

Mr H.Ross Arnold III

AT&T Foundation

Dr Virginia & Mr. Edwin Barber

Mr.and Mrs. RoyJ Bostock

Estate of Mrs. Dorothy Boyce

Mr.and Mrs. Bruce Brandaleone

Mrs.Stuartll.Buice

E.Rhodes & Leona B. Carpenter

Foundation

Columbia University

The Duke Endowment

Dunspaugh-Dalton Foundation

Mr.&Mrs.John Elliott, Ji.

Kendrick S.Few Estate

Mrs. GretchenS. Fish

Mr John W.Hartman

John and Kelly Hartman Foundation

Mr Harold Honickman

Dr.EleanoreM.Jantz

John S.& James L Knight

Foundation

Dr.& Mrs. William McCutchen

Mrs Martha H Morris

Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co. of New York,

Inc.

Pepsi-Cola and National Brand

Beverages, Ltd.

Z.Smith Reynolds Foundation

Estate of Margaret J Sprinkle

Mr. Barry J.Tarasoff

J.Walter Thompson Co.

Paul B. Williams Corp.

Ms.Gayle C. Winsor

Benefactors

Benefactors have made

gifts ranging from

$5,000 to $9,999.

Dr& Mrs.W.Gerald Austen

Harry LDalton Foundation

Mr Thomas Davm

Mrs. David Huggin

Mr.& Mrs. Steven Korman

Mr. John A. Koskmen

Mr. Chester PMiddlesworth

Mr. Arthur G.Raynes

Mary D.B.T.Semans Foundation

Ms. Laurene M.Sperling

Sponsors

Sponsors have given

between $1,000 and

$4,999.

Mr. Herschel V. Anderson

Mr. Justin Beckett

Mr & Mrs Douglas Beckstett

Mary Duke Biddle Foundation

Dr. James A.Booher

Dr. Frank L.Borchardt

Dr.Margo A. Brinton

Dr.and Mrs.H Keith H Brodie

Drs. Paul and Virginia Bryan

Mr. Reginald T.CIough

Crain Communications, Inc.

Miss Mary H.Dawson

Mr. Disque Dee Deanejr.

Devonwood Foundation

Prof. Robert F. Durden

Mr. David Femero&Ms.Gail

Zimmermann

Mr. Randolph R. Few, Jr.

Mr. & Mrs. W. Barker French

Mr J
.
B.Fuqua

Prof. Robert M.Gill

Mr.&Mrs Douglas R.Gill

Mr & Mrs Jan Tore Hall

Estate of Ms. Evelyn J.Harrison

Mr. Robert T.Harper

Mr.& Mrs.Thomas Hmes

Ms Joan E.Johnson

Drs. Nannerl and Robert Keohane

Mr. Bradley J. Korman

Mr.Fhomas J. Lassiter

Ms.Sara R McWilhams

Mr. Robert Woods Melton

Mrs. Ellen RMyerberg

Outdoor Systems, Inc.

Mr.LeeM.Pavao

Mr.Gary R.Peet

Dr. David W.Peterson

Di Leland R Phelps

Mrs.LillianS.Pollock

Ms. Josephine E.Powe

Mr.& Mrs.William Reinhardt

Dr. Floyd M.Riddick

Dr. & Mrs.Verne L.Roberts

Dr. Judith LRuderman

Dr.Knut Schmidt-Nielsen

Ms. Donna M.Sherry

Mr. Earl E.T.Smith, Jr.

Dr. Mary BlakelySpeer

Josiah C.Trent Memorial Foundation

Ms Kathleen M.Tripp

Universal Outdoor, Inc.

Ms. Susan M.Varney

Mr William B.Weaver

Mrs. Laurie Griggs Williams

Ms. Karen BogartYoh

Patrons

Patrons have contributed

between $500 and $999.

Adams Outdoor Ltd. Partnership

Allison Outdoor Advertising Ltd.

Ms. Ann U.Armbrister

Mis Mary C. Berini

Mrs. Carol WBilbro

Mrs. Dorothy P Brock

Dr. Robert W.Brown

Dr. Robert E.Burgin

Dr. Ralph H Burroughs

Mr.ThomasRCaine

Mrs. Lloyd G.Carroll

Mr,& Mrs.Marvin J.Carver

Rev. William Clarkson IV

Mr. Jay S. Creswell, Jr.

Dr.Noble E.Cunningham, Jr.

Mr.Walter J.DeWinter

Dr. James S.Dorsey

Mr. Dale E.Eaton

Mr Eli N.Evans

Ms.Martha M.Gehrmg

Mr. Robert C.Gibbs

Estate of Dr Elizabeth M.Graham

Mr.Louis R.Hagood III

Ms. Karen Marie Hammett
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Ms. Susan T. Hams

Dr. Byron L. Hawks

Drs. Ethel & Myron Hedlin

Dr. David S.Hubbell

Mr & Mrs. Philip W. Hutchings III

Mrs. Elizabeth Pryor Johnson

Estate of Mrs. Edwina D.Johnson

Mrs. Mary Trent Jones

Dr. Carl W.Judy

Mr. James M.Kanski

Mr. Mark Kearney

Lamar Corporation

Ms. Patricia Mauldin

Ms. Melissa J.Mills

Ms. Ruth JayeMonnig

Mr.& Mrs. Leo R.Montgomery

Ms. Laura S.Morris

Drs. Bruce & Sheila Counce Nicklas

Mr.JozefOnderka

Dr. David W.Pancost

Mr. David B. Parsons

Mr. Robert W. Peed

Prof. Jane Perry-Camp

Prof. & Mrs. Alex Roland

Dr. Henry F.Safrit

Mrs.C.JacksonSink

Mrs. Jennifer Smith Stein

Mrs. Rosalie Tipton

Mr.Timothy D.Warmath

Sustainers

Sustainers have made

gifts ranging from $100

to $499.

Mrs. Shirley Ada

Mr. KerbeyT. Altmann

Dr.& Mrs. Carl Anderson

Mrs.Jane C.Anderson

Dr. Roger F.Anderson, Jr.

Mr.Matthew R.Ariker

Dr.&Mrs.EdwardArnett

Mr. Kenneth J.Arnold

Dr. Cynthia B.Aten

Mr.Sait Aytemur

Ms. Patricia Bader

Mr. Stephen D.Baker

Mrs Jeanne C.Barck

Dr.MarcellusC.Barksdale

Mr.John E.Barrett

Mr. William J.Baumol

Mr.&Mrs.Loy Baxter

Mr Philip A.Bayer

Dr. Margaret M.Beahrs

Dr. & Mrs. Burton F. Beers, Sr.

Mrs. Betty G.Bengtson

Mr. & Mrs. Stuart Benson

Dr. Richard V.Benya

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Berger

Mrs.WilliamJ.Berry

Mrs.Teresa Blackwelder

Mr. James E.BIanchard

Mrs.Jane A. Blanton

Mrs Dorothy G. Boyce

Mr.and Mrs.Robert S.Brandt

Ms. Barbara Branson

Ms. Beverly A. Brenneman

Mr.& Mrs. Finn Bronner

Prof. Spencer H.Brown

Mr.& Mrs. Jackson Browning

Dr. Caroline Bruzelius

Mrs.William T. Buice, Jr.

Dr. Ronald R. Butters

Mr R PByrd

Mr. & Mrs. Robert L.Byrd

C & U Poster Advertising Co.

Hon.& Mrs.William Craig Campbell

Ms. Nancy E.Capps

Mr.and Mrs. Robert T.Casey

Mr.& Mrs.Samuel Caverlee

Charlotte Rental Co. Inc. Agents

Mrs.Janet J.Chase

Ms. Pamela K.Chastain

Mr. Kenneth Spaulding Chestnut

Dr. Elizabeth Clark

Prof. Howard G.Clark III

Mr. Norman Cohn

Dr.Joel G.Colton

Dr. Peter F.Coogan III

Dr.Thomas H.Cordle

Dr. Mark A.Davis

Ms. Lois Dawson

Dr. Douglas Mason De Long

Ms. Elizabeth B.Domingos

Douglas Outdoor Advertising

Dr.Earl H.Dowell

Mrs.lsobel Craven Drill

Mr. & Mrs. Richard S.DuBow

Mrs. Aurelia A.Dukes

Mr. Charles A.Dukes

Mr.John S.Edwards

Mrs. Margaret W. Ehrhardt

Mr. & Mrs. Ernest Emerlinq

Mrs. Katherine T.Emerson

Dr. Peter C.English

Mr. Richard Estus

Mrs. Florence C.Eogelin

Mr.John A. Forlines, Jr.

Mr Graydon J. Forrer

Dr. Julia A.Foster

Dr. Marie C. Fox

Mr.& Mrs. Robert J.Franke

Ms. Susan Watt Fraysse

Ms. Sandra L.Frederick

Dr. Frederick C. Frostick, Jr.

Mr Ray Manairn Fry

Mr.John Fucigna & Ms. Leslie Graves

Mrs. Felix O.Gee

Dr. Daniel T.Gianturco

Mr. George E.Gibbs

Mr. Lawrence J. Giles

Dr. NealC. Gillespie

Dr. John Glasson

Dr. Clarence Gohdes

Dr.and Mrs.Leonard Goldner

Dr.John Ashley Goree

Mr.KarlD.Gottschalk

Mrs. Barbara L.Gregory

Dr. Sharon Grimes

Drs.Victoria & William Guy

Ms. Dawn Hall Hails

Mr.&Mrs.T.R.HainlineJr.

Mr. Robert C.Hall

Dr.& Mrs.Hugh M Halljr.

Mrs. Alexander R.Hamilton

Mr. J. Samuel Hammond

Mr.& Mrs. R.Philip Hanesjr.

Mis Milan E.Hapala

Mr.ThomasS.Harman

Drs. Ernestine & Merel Harmel

Dr. Richard A. Harris and

Ms. Ellen Wolf

Ms. Celeste Hart

Mrs. Ann W.Hathorn

I X <s r«» «o\ \f>

«.«'" Oliver Ditson CONVUflr.
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Gold Seul Publishing; Company.

Mrs Edith WHaught

Mr. M.Nixon Hennessee III

Mrs. Mary L.Hildreth

Dr. and Mrs. Marcus E.Hobbs

Drs.Richard & Margaret Hodel

Mr. Carson Holloway

Dr.OleR Holsti

Mrs. Faye M.Holt

Ms. Mary Adams Hotchkiss

Mr.AnthonyHoyt

Mrs JodyJ Hunter

Dr. Myrna Jackson

Mr. George D.Johnston, Jr.

Prof. Frank Jordan, Jr.

Mrs.Thomas W.Juntune

Mrs.Ann W. Katholl

Di & Mrs Knstopher J Kelly

Ms. Ashley G Kerst

Mr & Mrs.Wilham D Kirk,Sr

Ms.Tammie L. Kirkland

Mr. Bruce T.KIoppman

Dr. Nancy Knapp

Mr.James Ira Lader

Dr. Kenneth C. Land

Mr. & Mrs Ray R Larson

Mr. Philip Lewis

Mr.John Lubans

Drs G & D Mansfield-Jones

Dr.Sanford E.Marovitz

Mrs. Mabel Martin

Dr. Frederick E.Maser

Ms. Mavis M.Mayer

Dr. Annie WMcCarrell

Mrs. Martha B. McCoy

Mrs.JoyceMcCusker-Schaal

Mr. Kevin M.McDonough

Mr. Andrew J. Mcllwraith

Mis Elizabeth A. McKeever

Ms. Mary DardenMcLeod

Ms Lavonne A. Meads

Miss Gertrude E.Merritt

Dr.Charles R.Middleton

Dr & Mrs D Edmond Miller

Dr. Mary Ruth Miller

Dr.& Mrs. Rayburn Moore

Hon. James E.Moore

Ms. Virginia E.Murray

Mrs. Elizabeth W.Mushak

Dr. Aubrey W.Naylor

Dr.Jean O'Barr

Dr.John F.Oates

Miss Betsy A Olive

Dr William C.Olson

Mr.James L Oswald

Mr.Clayton S.Owens

Mr.& Mrs. Bernard Owett

Mr. & Mrs. Leonard 6. Pardue III

Mrs Amy M.Perry

Mr.& Mrs.Walter S. Persons, Jr.

Mrs. Patricia Peterson

Mrs. Catherine G.Petroski

Dr.SalvatoreV. Pizzo

Mr. William J. Podulka

Miss Mary E.Poole

Dr. Henry P. Porter, Jr.

Dr.& Mrs. Philip C.Pratt

Mr.& Mrs Junius W Prince III

Mr. David K.Pyle

Mr. Edward A. Quint

Mrs. Elizabeth Rader

Mr.John W.Rice

Dr. Lawrence Richardson, Jr.

Mi John T. Ringland

Mr. Earl L.Roberson

Mrs. Jill B.Roberts

Mrs. MozetteR. Rollins

Mr. Ralph W.Rydholm

Miss Dolores V.Sampedro

Ms. Camille D.Samuels

Mr. Derek K Schubert

Mr. Arthur L.Schwarz

Mrs. Mary-Arden Shields

Ms. Catherine Shreve

Dr. Alexander Silbiger

Dr. Bethany S. Sinnott

Mrs. Patricia H Smith

Mr. Norwood G. Smith

Mrs. Emma L.Smith

Dr. & Mrs. Jeffrey Smith

Mis Laura Bolton Smith

Prof. & Mrs. Joel Smith

Mrs.Mindy S.Sohe

Mis Beverly Sparks

Mr W. Whit Spearman

Ms. Deborah A. Spears

Mrs. RuthanneB. Stabler

Mrs. Ruby G.Stearns

Dr. Herman W.Steinberg, Jr.

Dr.Victor H.Strandberg

Dr.& Mrs. Howard A.Strobel

Mrs. Louise WootenTalley

Ms. Patricia L.Taylor

Mrs.Ann F. Temple

Dr.John J.Tepaske

Mr. & Mrs. Norwood A.Thomas, Jr.

Drs. Edward & Josefina Tiryakian

Mis Carolyn Tuchschmid-Jones

Dr.Senol Utku

Mr. & Mrs. An Van Tienhoven

Ms. Blanca I.Vijil

Dr.John RWaggoner III

Mrs. Catherine Walber

Drs Michael & Lise Wallach

Dr. Harry C.West

Mrs.Charles RWhite

Dr.Eric A.Wiebke

Mrs Carey B.Wilcox

Dr.Charles H.Wilcox

Ms Jane N.Wilford

Mr. Hatcher C.Williams

Mr.&Mrs.Claude Williams, Jr.

Drs. Gerald & Virginia Wilson

DrOrvalS.Wintermute

Mr Stephen I Wolff

Mr. J.Russell Yoder, Jr.

Mr.&Mrs.David Young

Dr James W.Young

Mr. Douglas E.Zarookian

Mr. Robert J.Zeller

Members
Ms.Susan G.Abernethy

Ms. M. Lynne Alexander

Mr. Larry PAIford

Dr. Lewis Anderson

Dr. Robert W.Atkinson

Mrs. Carol L.Auerbach

Dr.Whitney S.Bagnall

Mr Rodney E. Bate

Mr.James LBaughman

Dr.Judith E Beach

Mr.RobertJ.Beckman

Mr. George R. Berdes
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Dr.ThomasL.Berger Dr. & Mrs. Nicholas W.Gillham Ms. Lisa N. Little

Mr. & Mrs. Douglas Bischoff Ms. Lauren M.Gilman Ms. Karen LLittlefield

Dr. Nanette H. Bishopric Mrs. Christopher Giusti Mr. Dale S.Lloyd

Mr. John R.Binner Dr. E.Stanly Godbold Ms. Anita Lynch

Dr. Rebecca LBoehling Mrs. Suzanne W.Godwin Mr.AvinashC.Maheshwary

Ms. Dorothy Bone Mr, Edward M.Gomez Mrs. Eileen G. Margerum

Mr.James LBonnette Dr.Craufurd D.W.Goodwin Mrs. Nancy S.Marks

Dr. Edward H.Bossen Mr. William A. Gosling Ms. Sara E.Marks

Dr. Lewis CBranscomb Mrs.Elizabeth A.Graham Mrs. Margie N.Martin

Mr. William F.Brantley Mrs. Hildegarde K.Greene Mr. Stephen R.Martin

Mr. Paul Henry Brodish Ms. Jennifer RaeGreeson Mr. Luis E.Martinez

Mrs. Leslie D.Bruning Dr Thomas W.GrossmanJr. Dr.& Mrs. Julian Mason

Dr. and Mrs. Robert J.Cain Mrs. Pickett M.Guthrie Dr. & Mrs. Stephen RMcConnell

Mr. John W.Campbell III Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth A.Hall Ms. Carolyn S.McCracken

Mr.Michael J.Carey Prof. Cynthia Herrup Dr. Linda M.McCurdy

Mr. Bruce Carroll Mrs. Jane T.Hessler Mr. Bruce McKittrick

Mr. Robert T.Chatten Mr.& Mrs. Stanley Hollander Dr.& Mrs. J.Samuel McKmght

Miss Iris Chekenian Mrs. Betsy Holloway Mr. Evans A.Meinecke

Dr. Linda L.Clark Mrs. Patricia CHoopes Mr. & Mrs. Craig TMerntt

Dr. John M.CIum Mrs. Virginia E.Horner Mr. Tom Quest Moore

Mr.&Mrs.JesseM.Colvin Mr. Joseph S.Homgan Mr.& Mrs.Jerry M.Morris

Drs. Eddie & Roberta Cone Mr. Robert M.Howerton Mr.and Mrs. Michael Morris

Mrs. Madeline C.Covi Ms. Kathleen Hulser Dr. David R.Morrison

Miss Lena Covington International Advertising Mrs. Margaret Motsinger

Mrs. Mary S-Cox Association Mr.John M.Neclerio

Mrs Thelma B.Crowder Mr. David K.Jackson Mrs. Glenn R.Negley

Mrs.Whitty Cuninggim Dr. Rosemary Jann Mr. Adam J.Newman

Dr. Boyd L.Daniels Mrs. Herschel L.Jones Mrs. Charlene L.Newton

Mr.& Mrs. William Dam, Sr. Dr. Joannes H.Kans Mr. Keith B.Norman

Mrs. May Daw Ms. Sarah F.Kellam Mr.John Nurkin

Mr. Richard H.Diller Dr. Kevin L.Keller Ms. Julie Blume Nye

Mr.CharlesR.Dilts Ms Melissa Kelley Mrs. Patricia H. Olejar

Mrs. James F. Doering Mr. & Mrs. Keith G. Kepley, Jr. Dr. George B.Oliver

Mr. Bob Doyer Mr. John T.Kerr Dr. Harold T.Parker

Mrs. Mary R.Drew Dr. Mary-Margaret Kerr Dr. Harry B.Partin

Ms. Elizabeth B.Dunn Dr. Harry D.Kerr Ms.Ann S.Perkins

Mr. Ferdinando Fasce Mr. & Mrs. Michael Ketcham Ms. Mary Jane Petrowski

Ms.RoweniaL.Fayerweather Ms. Juliana Hiang Khoe Dr.& Mrs. Ned Porter

Dr. Linda B.Ferreri Mr Krrk Kicklighter Ms. Ashley Brooke Power

Mr.& Mrs. E.C. Flowers, Jr. Dr.William E.King Dr. Richard A.Preston

Mr. Thomas J. Forrest Dr. & Mrs. Richard F. Knapp Mr.&Mrs.Timothy Pyatt

Mr. Randall T. Frattini Dr. Richard A. Kunst Mr.Shawn G.Rader

Mr.Michael Freedman and Ms. Dr. David M.Lane Mr. Robert A.Radtke,Sr.

Carolyn Bacal-Freedman Dr. Berkley W.Latimer Drs. Dale & Phyllis Randall

Mrs. David L.Friday Dr. Richard H. Leach Mr.James R.Ransom

Mr. Steven E.Gaddis Mrs.TheodoreW.Lenz Mrs. Hilary C.Raymond

Miss Claire E.Galli Mrs.Annabel J. Link Ms. Dale V. Reed

Mrs. Ellen W.Giduz Ms. Heather Smith Linton Mr. Alfonso L.Rivellino

ESSAGE OE

||_|[ Hom e dearHome"
•"
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IY OLD KENTUCKY HOME

•OLD-TIME DARKEY SONG. —

h

STEPHEN C. FOSTER.
kvT\

Dr.Joseph D.Robinson, Jr.

Dr. William M Rogers II

Prof.Thomas D. Rowejr.

Mrs Nancy E.Rudzki

Drs. Ralph and Shirley Ruedy

Miss Grace H.Said

Mr Edward Bryan Samuel

The Hon. Terry Sanford

Mrs.JaneM.Saral

Prof. Ronald Savitt

Mr. Carl FSchock

Mr.Wendell LSchollander

Mrs.faye C.Schwegel

Seaboard Outdoor Advertising

Ms. Liana Silsby

Mr.& Mrs. Paul Sinanis

Mrs Leslie P.Sirbaugh

Mr. Eric J. Smith

Mr. David & Dr. Pamela Smith

Mr.Walter H.Smith

Dr.Malinda G.Snow

Mr John L Soileau

Mr. Jeffrey E.Soukup

Mr & Mrs Gilbert E.Southern

Dr.SamuelN. Stayer

Mr Eugene B. Stern

Dr. Philip R.Stewart

Mr. Elvin E.Strowd

Ms.Celia C Suarez

Ms. Sharon Sullivan

Dr. Susan Z. Swan

Dr. Samuel A.Syme, Jr.

Mr. Jeffrey D.Talmadge

Mr. Edwin S.Thompson

Mr. William RTuck

Dr.Althea A Turner

Dr Richard L.Tuthill

Ms. Nancy Turtle

Ms Marcia L. Turtle

Mr. Carmen D Valentino

Dr Thomas E.Van Zandt

Mr. & Mrs. Bruce G.Vandenbergh

Mrs. Carolyn Park Veil

Mr James RVere

Mrs. Jane G.Vogel

Mrs. Joseph Voss

Mrs. Priscilla J.Wallace

Dr. and Mrs Richard L Watson, Jr.

Mr. Richard N.Weintraub Mr.John E.Druesedow

Dr.Tracey M.Weis Ms. Debbie Engel

Dr Guy E.Wells Dr.John Hope Franklin

Mr, James L.W.West III Prof. Gary Gereffi

Dr.Theodore W.Whitley Ms Virginia Gilbert

Dr.and Mrs.Pelham Wilderjr. Dr.Craufurd D.W Goodwin

Ms Anne B.Wilgus Dr William GriffithL't. vVIIIIUlll VJ| 1 1 1 1 U 1

Mr.& Mrs. William H.Willis Dr. Samson R. Gross

Mr and Mrs.L.C.Wingard Mrs. Patricia G.Gunn
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Dr. Carl L Anderson
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Dr.and Mrs. W.Gerald Austen

Prof.W.Waldo Beach
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Mr. Fred A. Bentley
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Dr Howard G Clark III

Dr. Pdtncid McClclldn-Green

Prof. Roger Corless

Mrs.Sarah McCracken

Mr. Lokman I.Meho
Mr. Robert D.Crassweller

Prof.W.D.Davies
Mr Dennis Meredith

Ms. Anita Mills

Dr. Calvin D.Davis

Ms. Mary H.Dawson
Mr. Kentaro Murato

Museum of Art Docents
Ms. Lisa Dendy

Dr. Lorenzo Muti
Dean Earl H Dowell
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Dr. Michael Newcity

Dr.Jean O'Barr

Mr. Kevin O'Kelly

Prof. Robert T.Osborn

Mr. David H.Owen

Dr. Luis Rivera Pagan

Dr. Harold T.Parker

Mr. Alexander Pasmur, Jr.

Rev, William PPeery

Prof.Orrin H. Pilkey

Dr. Andrew J. Read

Dr. Russell E.Richey

Dr. Floyd M.Riddick

Dr. Kent Rigsby

Mr. Eran Rikiis

Mr. Ernest Robl

Mr Martin Rudin

Ms.Yae Sano

Mr. Clifford Sayre

Dr.PaulScagnelli

Mr. Richard Scheuer

Ms.Freya Schiwy

Prof. William H.Schlesinger

Dr.Knut Schmidt-Nielsen

Ms. Jane Scott

Mr. Peter Scott

Mr.Thomas Scott

Mr. William Scott

Dr. Anne Firor Scott

Prof. Marion L.Shepard

Rev. Michael PShugrue

Mr.ChristopheSims

Ms. Elaine Sippel

Prof. D.Moody Smith, Jr.

Dr.GroverC. Smith

Mr. Milan Stibilj

Rev. Jeanette Stokes

Ms. Diana C.Stoll

Dr. Alan Stone

Dr. Victor Strandberg

Prof. Richard A. Stubbing

Prof. Kenneth Sunn

Ms. Carol Terry

Prof. Marcel Tetel

Mr.& Mrs. Bob Timberlake

Prof. Edward Tiryakian

Prof. Larry Todd

Dr. Vladimir Treml

Ms. Alice Tucker

Mr. Carmen D.Valentino

Mr.VarasakVaradhammo

Ms. Caroline Vaughan

Dr. R Aarne Vesilind

Dr. Dan 0. Via

Prof. Steven Vogel

Dr. Grant Wacker

Prof.StephenWainwright

Ms. Joan Wall

Prof. Jing Wang

Dr. Morris Weisfeld

Dr. Larry Wilkinson

Dr.George Williams

Prof. James Wilson

Mrs. Martha Winston

Prof. Donald Wright

Mr. Aki Yoshikawa

We have made every effort to

insure the accuracy of this list.

If you note an error or an omis-

sion, please bring it to the

attention of the editor.
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ElectronicBOOKS
Are We There Yet?

Linda Martinez

student at the bookstore getting textbooks for the semester. Instead of

buying five or six printed books, she buys an electronic book (e-book). Her e-book holds

the contents of all of her textbooks, all of her class reserve readings for the semester,and it

low imagine yourself about to take a cross-country plane trip.

Rather than packing several books and magazines, you "load up" an e-book at an airport

kiosk. Science fiction? No; readable, compact electronic books are now a reality.

My personal interest in e-books was sparked by a report I heard on NPR about the Rocket

e-Book. It was the Rocket book's facility for enlarging type that particularly intrigued me

because my husband has intermediate stage cataracts and can only see well enough to

read large print books. Unfortunately, in both libraries and bookstores, the selection of

books available in large type is very limited. For the most part the books are either

romances or mysteries; genres my husband will not read. Period. It seemed that if he

could enlarge the size of the type of any e book, he would be able to read the books that

interest him. I contacted the Rocket e-Book Company to learn more and was invited to

test their product.

i"i> v L i b r i)



I counted the days until my Rocket e-Book arrived. When

it came, I was amazed at its small size. It weighs one pound and

four ounces and has a five and one-half-inch diagonal screen, with

a page size approximately half that of an average printed book.

The Rocket Book stores text equivalent to the contents often

paperback books and will run for twenty hours on a single battery

charge. But I had two immediate concerns: could I comfortably

read from such a tiny screen? And how difficult would it be to

download a book's contents in order to add new titles to my e-

book? Fortunately, both concerns were unwarranted. I read from

the screen with ease and, to mv surprise and _. _ , . _ , ,
' The Rocket Book stores text equivalent to

delight, found that it is extremely simple to

download a book. You log-on to the Rocket e-

Book Web site (actually the Barnes and Noble

Web site), provide your user I.D. and password, will run for twenty hours on a single bat-

and select your book. The book is downloaded

in about three minutes to your pc's hard drive.

You then transfer the book from your pc to your
,., . . „ „ „ , , cerns: could I comfortably read from such

e-book, which sits in a cradle attached to your

pc. It was easy and fun to load up books-every
g tjny screen? And how diffku

reader's fantasy—brand new books and as many

as I wanted, all for free! be to download a book's contents in order

Now, let me tell you what I like about the

Rocket e-Book. The large type size, coupled with to add new tltles to my e-book?

the crisp contrast screen display, makes reading

very comfortable. I'm an aging baby boomer, and I cannot over-

state how much it means to me to be able to enlarge the type of

my reading material. And since forty-four million Americans are

visually impaired, the print-enlarging feature alone makes e-books

an attractive alternative to printed books. The backlit screen

allows for reading in bed without any additional light sources,

which will save innumerable marriages. The Rocket e-Book is

small enough to take anywhere. I used it in the car, on my deck,

and at the gym. I read without any difficulty while riding a sta-

tionary bicycle, able to choose from among several different books

during my workout. There was no chance of getting "stuck" with a

boring book!

In addition to its readability, the Rocket e-Book offers other

conveniences: I could create bookmarks, enter notes into the text,

search for specific phrases and consult an on-line dictionary. I

found that I could use the Rocket book for three to four hours at a

time without getting tired. And I believe I can read an e-book

faster than I read print on paper, contradicting the findings of

readability studies.

Other people's reactions to my Rocket e-Book were fasci-

nating. Generally, the younger the person, the more negative the

response. I demonstrated the book to Duke undergraduates in a

Focus class and their reactions were: "I'd never use this." "Why

connecting people + ideas 3



would I want this?" "This will never replace printed books." "It's

too expensive." "I like books; I like the way they feel; I want to read

in the bathtub." In contrast, my contemporaries

responded much more positively. Duke engineering

faculty and library staff members commented: "You're

holding the future in your hand." "I travel all the time;

have you any idea how much reading material I drag

along?" "Wow, I love the size of the text." "I wouldn't
, the more

give up books for pleasure reading, but I would defi-

nitely use this for professional reading, if the screen

were bigger and in color." The undergraduates did

change their opinions when I suggested they could

trade in a backpack full of textbooks for a single e-book. They

then acknowledged the potential use for e-books for technical

reading but still could not imagine e-books for recreational

reading.

My own enthusiastic reviews aside, today's e-books still

have limitations. First among them is the cost. The Rocket e-

Book sells for $500.00. You're restricted to buying your books from

Barnes and Noble, with the $20.00-30.00 price of an electronic

book comparable to that of a hardcover book. For someone like

me who reads at least four to six books a month, e-books could be

an expensive habit. For e-books to be attractive to me, their cost

would have to drop substantially. I would pay $5.00-$10.00 for an

electronic book, but no more. I have heard it suggested that Barnes

and Noble should give the Rocket e-Book away and charge for the

content. This would be a way to attract consumer interest and gen-

erate demand for more electronic books.

Another drawback of this generation of electronic books is

their dependence upon external hardware. In order to load your

Rocket e-Book with the titles you purchase, you have to have

access to a pc.—The Rocket e-Book is not currently operational on

Apple computers. SoftBook, another electronic book, uses tele-

phone lines to transmit electronic data to the reader. But regard-

less of the transmission medium, all e-books have some type of

hardware requirement. You don't simply pick them up and read

them as you do books printed on paper.

The way in which e-book ownership is currently defined

also puts users at a disadvantage. When I buy a printed book, I

own that book forever. When I buy an e-book, I'm really just pur-

chasing access rights— I can't even loan my electronic book (the

content) to a friend unless I loan the e-book reader itself. And

how long will I have access rights? What if the provider goes out

of business? And what about copyright? Do simultaneous users

violate copyright laws? Technology changes rapidly. How do I

know that the format of the e-book I buy today will be tomorrow's

format? Remember those five-by- five-inch floppy disks?



Finally, while I had imagined that I would be able to get any

book I wanted in electronic format, I found that this is not the

case. Barnes and Noble currently offers approximately four hun-

dred titles for the Rocket e-Book. This number increases daily, but

many more titles appealing to all kinds of readers need to be avail-

able if e-books are going to compete in the marketplace.

Getting Together to Talk about

Electronic Books

Early in 1998, in recognition of the potential of e-books, the

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) sponsored

a two-day conference with the goal of encouraging the develop-

ment of standards for electronic publishing and electronic readers

thai would stimulate the growth of this dynamic technology. The

consensus of conference speakers and participants was that the

adoption of standards is key to the success of e-books. No one

wants a repeat of the "VHS versus BETAMAX" battle that slowed

consumer acceptance of VCRs. When consumers begin buying e-

books, they will want to acquire electronic texts from the vendor

or vendors of their choice at an attractive price.

Several companies plan to introduce an

electronic book within the next few years. This

heightened interest in e-books from manufactur- lion adults will purchase books over the

ers, the reading public, and publishers can be
.. r Internet. If consumers are willing to buy

attributed to the convergence of several technolog-

ical advances. These include smaller and better _„__ «.u„ i»<.n >nA» :* ,.„„„,, ,„,,»„,ui„books over tne Internet, it seems reasonable
screen displays, increased storage capacity, batter-

ies that are both compact and more powerful, an to believe that they will be receptive to read-

overall decrease in the size of computers (laptops,

Palm Pilots, etc.) and most importantly, the avail- in9 books in an electronic format,

ability of the Internet as a distribution mecha-

nism.

The success of Amazon.com (the on-line

bookseller, www.amazon.com), which sold more than $15 million

books in 1997, is encouraging to e-book promoters. Currently,

more than 31 million adults have Internet access, and 1.9 million

of them have bought books on-line. It is projected that by the year

2000 9.5 million adults will purchase books over the Internet. If

consumers are willing to buy books over the Internet, it seems

reasonable to believe that they will be receptive to reading books in

an electronic format. One publisher attending the NIST confer-

ence predicts that electronic books will probably reach a ten per

cent share of the entire book market, which for 1996 was $20.8 bil-

lion. This is a percentage similar to that generated by audio books.

Publishers are hopeful that a greater share of the book mar-

ket for e-books will result in lower overall production and distri-
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bution costs for them. In 1996 it cost between $2.00-2.50 to dis-

tribute a hardcover book and between $1.00-1.50 for a softcover

book. The return rate ol books from booksellers was between

thirty and titty per cent. Publishers reason that more books pro-

duced and distributed digitally will mean overall less paper print-

ing, lower shipping costs, no time delays (no snail mail), less out-

of- print material, and fewer overstocked books to be returned.

E-Books for Libraries?

I am a librarian who is excited about the introduction of e-

books into libraries. And it's starting to happen. For example,

NetLibrary, a company formed in August 1998, provides electronic

text to libraries and businesses. NetLibrary stores the text on its

server and provides access to the purchaser for a fee, which

decreases over time. When the purchaser no longer wants to

"own" a book, it simply stops paying the fee.

From a library's perspective electronic books have some dis-

tinct advantages over printed books. E-books do not sit on a shelf,

which eases the pressure for storage space that all libraries face. E-

books cannot be stolen, lost, or mutilated. E-books can be ordered

and downloaded immediately, eliminating the traditional wait for

the book's delivery. E-books come back from borrowers automati-

cally. On a book's due date, the text simply disappears from the

patron's computer. So, overdue notices and fines become unneces-

sary. On the other hand, a patron who wants an e-book that is

checked out receives a message indicating when

the book will return. The patron can then

request that upon its return the book be held

for him/her. Finally, e-books can remain "in-

print" indefinitely.

This would be a boon in technical, scientific

fields especially where the initial number of

books punted is low , and supplies are quickly

depleted.

At this time NetLibrary only provides

their customers a single book for a single user.

However, there is no technological reason why a

particular title could not be made available to

multiple users simultaneously. This would

offer particular advantages in a university library setting. Consider

the case of a book placed on reserve for students by a faculty

member, l arge classes would be served more effectively by multi-

ple access to a book on reserve. Too often at Duke's Vesic

Engineering Library, students put off reading reserve material

until the night before the exam and then have to wait several hours

for a "hot" book to return to the library.

In another application of multiple access, several libraries

would buy a single copy of a book to be shared among them—

a



type of electronic interlibrary loan. Presently, a Duke student

needing a hook owned by North Carolina State University has the

choice of going to NCSU to get the book or requesting it through

interlibrary loan and waiting a week or more for the book to arrive

at Duke. An electronic book would be easily accessible to autho-

rized users from any of the TRLN libraries (Duke, UNC-CH,

NCSU, NCCU).

Gazing intO the Crystal Ball The next generation of e-books will be smaller, faster,

I believe e-books will become

common in library collections in the
cheaPer and certainly multi-functional. Perhaps some-

very near future. The Rocket e-Book ^, .

' thing along the lines of a turbo-charged Palm Pilot

—

is only one ot several electronic

books available on the market today, providing a cell phone, a calendar, an e-mail package,
with more coming. The next gener-

ation of e-books will be smaller, word processing, and, finally, books,

faster, cheaper and certainly multi-

functional. Perhaps something along the lines of a turbo-charged

Palm Pilot—providing a cell phone, a calendar, an e-mail package,

word processing, and, finally, books.

1 can see e-books gaining acceptance in technical, academic

and professional fields—areas in which there is significant "infor-

mational" reading to be done. Textbooks, reference books, and

material with a limited period of usefulness also have e-book

potential. Whether readers will eventually curl up with a good

computer to read the latest Stephen King novel is still to be seen.

As for me, I don't need any other bells and whistles added to my e-

book. fm happy to be able to read in bed, long into the night,

without hearing, "aren't you done yet?"

Linda Martinez is the Coordinator for the Engineering and Science Libraries

at Duke University.

If you are interested in electronic books, visit these sites:

Amazon.com: www.amazon.com

Barnes and Noble: www.barnesnoble.com

Electronic Book links:

www.awa.com/library/omnimedia/links.html

Net Library: www.netlibrary.com

Nuvomedia: www.nuvomedia.com

Softbook: www.softbook.com
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Duke University Library, the
Durham Public Schools, and
AT&T collaborate to bring

technology into the classroom.

Lois Dawson

Libraries give careful attention to denning the communities they serve.

Recently, the Duke University Library responded to a coincidence of opportunity

and need to extend the boundaries ot its community to encompass a group of

Durham middle schools and their teachers. In 1998 the Duke University Library

and the Durham Public Schools, with a $250,000 grant from AT&T, joined forces

to help middle school teachers learn how to use technology in the classroom. The

three-year project, "Teaching Technology to the Teachers: A Collaborative Effort

Toward Information Literacy," is designed to enhance learning opportunities

available to students by training their teachers to efficiently access and employ the

Internets rich educational resources.

The forging of this partnership between the university library and the pub-

lic schools dovetailed with Duke's initiation of a two-decade $25-million commit-

ment to community development and K- 1 2 education in Durham. For this

undertaking Duke is addressing issues and problems identified by people in the

communities surrounding the campus, leveraging its resources to improve and

stabilize dozens of neighborhoods and seven public schools. This institutional

imperative was an endorsement for the library's plan to share its experience in

technological innovation with the schools.

The University's outreach in Durham provided the rationale for the

Library's plan to "teach the teachers technology," and AT&T provided the fund-

ing, but Vice Provost for Library Affairs and University Librarian David Ferriero

gave the project its spirit. Ferriero had just taken his position at Duke at the start

of the grant application process. He arrived from M.I.T with an extensive back-

ground in technology as well as a willingness to use the Library's technological

resources and know-how to expand educational opportunities beyond the cam-

pus into the local community. Ferriero takes the position that in our technology-

driven world there is a universal need for information literacy—the ability to rec-

ognize the need tor information and know-how to find, evaluate, and use it. In



Teacher Charles Farrow and

students in his

Math/Science Education

Network class were

photographed as they

worked in the computer lab

of Durham's Rogers Herr

Sixth Grade Center.

Computer Lab Coordinator

Emma Bridges appears in

the background of the

photo on page 10.

large part it was Ferriero's zeal for promoting information literacy that drove the

AT&T project.

The project that emerged gave mentors a significant role and focused the

technology instruction in middle schools. The decision to begin the teacher tech-

nology training in a middle school was dictated by readiness and need. Grants

from the state of North Carolina and other sources had provided the middle

schools with computers and Internet connections, and the 4th and 5th grade cur-

ricula included computer basics and keyboarding. The equipment was in place,

and the students were ready, but the teachers' degree of comfort in using technol-

ogy had not been addressed fully.

Mentors proved to be the key to dramatically increasing teacher confidence

and enthusiasm for giving technology a prominent place in the classroom. As

teacher Retella Jones puts it, "When we saw [the mentors] coming, we were

delighted because we knew we'd have fun. We explored any and all possibilities of

Internet use in the classroom. No question was too difficult, and we always got

answers. . . The one-on-one mentoring was like having a personal trainer."

More than thirty staff members from the Duke University libraries (the

Perkins system as well as the business and medical libraries) served as mentors.

Volunteers were accepted as much for their service orientation and communica-

tions skills as for their technical skills. The mentors provided enabling, non-

threatening support that helped teachers become more assured in their use of

computers. Working one-on-one with mentors, teachers could proceed at their

own pace. And this was important because the skill levels of the teachers varied

widely.

Among the teachers and administrators who participated, there were sev-

eral veteran educators who had never turned on a computer. Conversely, there

were others who were quite proficient in the use of technology, including some

who used computers daily and had already incorporated Web resources into their
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leaching. It required flexibility and creativity to develop a training curriculum

that addressed the full range of teacher needs.

The task of crafting the curriculum went to project director Laura

Cousineau, a Perkins Library reference librarian and the parent of two school-

aged children. Cousineau gathered data for the curriculum by administering a

skills self-assessment survey to the teachers at the Rogers Herr Sixth Grade

( enter, the middle school chosen for the first year of the project. The curriculum

she delivered comprised weekly classes, meeting February through May, and cov-

ered computer comfort, networks and e-mail, Web browsers, an introduction to

the Internet, and discipline-based instruction in using multi-media Web

resources. Weekly mentoring sessions reinforced classroom instruction and gave

teachers an opportunity to hone their computer skills and pursue individual pro-

jects.

Kira Martin, a resource teacher who works with learning disabled students,

learned to use the Web to access the resources ot government agencies, educational

organizations, and other school districts around the country. She occasionally

downloaded curricula other teachers had put up on the Web, and opened e-mail

dialogues with teachers and administrators, sharing ideas and information about

classroom activities. Ms. Martin used the Internet to great advantage, making con-

nections that benefited her students and enriched her teaching. In fact it was

through the Internet that she found a study abroad program in which she enrolled

in the summer of 1998.

Math teacher Bob Lindquist and his students became frequent visitors to

the "Ask Dr. Math" Web site. Dr. Math answers questions from students and their

teachers about mathematics. Lindquist used the resources at the Web site to com-

plement the students' classroom activities.

As the teachers acquired new technology skills, use ot the computer lab at

Rogers Herr went from "now and then" to "waiting in line." Teachers were excited

and wanted to practice what they were learning. Bob Lindquist commented,

"Since I don't have a computer at home, being able to work in the school's com-

puter lab was critical. Best of all, I learned something new and was able to imme-

diately apply it."

If the teachers were excited about what they were learning in class and with

then mentors, the mentors were equally enthusiastic. In fact, Duke Senior Vice

President for Public Affairs John Burness reports being told by AT&T officials

that, "the 'Teaching the Teachers Technology' project is one of the most successful

programs AT&T has ever funded. . . because of the extraordinary commitment of

the people involved." Mentors were glad to be able to make a tangible contribu-

tion to the Durham community. They felt that their time, energy, and skills were

well-invested. Mentors have expressed the satisfaction it gave them to know that

by teaching one teacher they were helping hundreds of children.

The Rogers Herr program concluded in May of 1998. The University and

the Library continue to get positive feedback from the participants. Dwight

Womble, principal at Rogers Herr comments on the project:

My colleagues and I are extremely grateful to Duke University,

especially the library staff members who served as mentors. For us,

the program was the epitome ot a successful partnership.— Talent

and opportunity came together to benefit a very worthy cause,



education! Now that we are more comfortable using the Internet

for research, teachers are excited about guiding and encouraging

their students in doing the same. The timing for the project was

perfect. The Duke/AT&T initiative has already helped attract atten-

tion and new resources for our overall technology efforts.

In the spring of 1999 the pilot project moved to the Durham Performing

School of the Arts. Based on the first year's experience at Rogers Herr, the pro-

gram has been fine-tuned, and, despite a more diverse teacher population, has

gotten off to a great start. Once again Laura Cousineau has recruited Duke

Library staff who are enthusiastic about being mentors. These Duke volunteers,

with the full support of the Durham Public Schools administration and the

endorsement and funding of AT&T, are ready to guide another group of teachers

into the Web.

Lois Dawson, a major gifts officer at Perkins Library, wrote the AT&T grant proposal. She

participated in the first year of the project as Kira Martin's mentor.
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Florence Nash

Oyster Mushrooms

This morning after rain

under the leaves

the logs have come alive.

Along their rotting,

mottled flanks a fleshy

efflorescence gleams.

Stooping through the woods'

wet clutch and snare

I tear the limp trills

gently from the mother bark

to make my wild ragout.

Hours after, my fingers keep

their punky faint smell, sad

and delicious. I remember

pale bodies naked in rain.

Window

Imagine your bare feet

on pine boards planed smooth

like nothing in your life,

your soles' soft scuff

on fine sand blowing

off the bright beach

there, the keen blue

reach from side to side

of one wide window.

Imagine, in this white room

full of light and air, you

at some simple task

that fits familiar in the hands,

pulling apart fresh lettuce

to the pale heart

under the gushing faucet,

washing clean away

the soil and grit,

filling the spinner

with frilly green, thumbs

burrowing in tomato

pulp for seeds. Imagine

making bit by bit

the good dinner, your hands,

at least your hands,

knowing their work.



Lawn

Time to mow the lawn again,

to butt another head-down clamorous assault

against the green quivering air,

to clench my teeth against the sting

and tang of sweat, the noise, the bits

of grass that cling and itch, against

the crouched resistance ot rocks, roots, sticks.

My white-knuckled grimace passes for

a neighborly all-purpose smile

to whoever's watching from a nearby yard.

And watch they do: this sorry lawn's

my voting share in their respectability.

So here go clovers, fronds, frills,

spears and wands, and all

the yellow dandelions.

A friend of mine with twelve wooded acres

cleared what he had to for his house

and while he was still building

walked the cool woods and gathered lilies,

ferns, foxglove, wild onions, borage,

bulbs and shoots of all sorts, tucked them

gently in his carpenter's apron.

His garden's conciliatory, good humored,

a little wild. It makes you smile.

This lawn was none of my idea, you know,

this crewcut petty tyrant. I'd let it go

to meadow again if it were up to me.

Why not? Lawn, after all, is nothing more

than what we choose to mow.
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Funeral, Perquimans County

Saturday. The late September sun

beats .1 bronze clangor over brittle fields.

1 )ry corn and cotton whisper a heavy

turning in the earth. Wild lilies cling

to dusty roadside ditchbanks still. Along

the farm roads, slow trucks roll up and wait

to turn toward town. Old men, bent with the weight

of crops and debts, grip steering wheels hot from sun,

their wives beside them murmuring a long

litany of the deaths of friends. Each feels

the world shrinking, parched. Each longs to cling

to what he cannot name. The air is heavy.

At the church gate six grandsons, somber in their heavy

suits, lean to lilt the polished walnut weight.

Their feet crunch on the gravel. The young preacher clings

to his prayerbook, sweating in the fresh-raked sun-

bright churchyard, where one loud catbird sings. He teels

his way for words, for what to say of this long

life tilled out of the hard earth, this long

striving toward a kind of virtue grown heavy

and embarrassed with history. In nearby fields

kudzu roils and clambers, flings its weight

of hungry green along the ground. Every mother's son

ol them, he knows, fights silently to cling

to the old ways, the dying order, cling

to black and white, keep things where they belong

by law or gun. For this man the round sun

rose and set on land and kind, his heart heavy

and dumb as stone with love in equal weight

tor family and work, for woods and creeks and fields:

The known world. Now who will plow these fields,

which of these restless boys will suffer soil to cling

to his new city shoes, shoulder the rough weight

of country? Across the churchyard long

shadows stripe the lichened stones, the heavy

decs shield mourners from the low-hanging sun.

The widow, leaving, clings to her eldest son.

They will not wait to see the heavy

clay clods fall. The field-path home is long.



For Selma on Her 95th Birthday

Wine Tasting, Ridge Vineyards

"Let's build up here!" he'd said, half drunk

with distance, swirling dark

Zinfandel around his glass, waving

his arms against the sky

like a young oak. The hills

were nearly bare then. New vines

stitched their brown curves to the air,

and nothing stopped the wind.

Now, bouncing up the rutted,

dusty twists of road, I've come

back to high ground, to graze

along the splintered trestle tables.

Chardonnay, Pinot Noir,

Petite Sirah, and Cabernet. I sip

and hum and roll the lying, lush

wine lingo on my tongue. "Dark

smoky hues, blackberry, butterscotch,

a hint of cinnamon, the musky

undertones of truffle." I see

the heavy vines, big-leafed, rolling

for miles, horizon yellow with exhaust

that rises from the glittering, creeping valley.

Somewhere, the house we settled for. Up here,

clear sunshine like remembered laughter.

Such a winter, this one!

All season—as if it were

no season, no formal turning

down toward an iron rest—buds

swell out of stiff twigs

into still warm air,

and here and there even

bees—greedy, deep

in the unscheduled flourishing

—

browse libraries of rare

bloom until they stagger,

barely airborne, sticky

with bright dust, ecstatic

agents of this grace, this tough

midwinter flowering

more eloquent

than all of easy spring.

Florence Nash's poems and short fiction have

appeared in a number of journals, including

the Greensboro Review, Pembroke Magazine,

the Palo Alto Quarterly, Reed Magazine,

Potato Eyes, and Karamu. A collection of her

poetry, Crossing Water (GravityPress), was

published in 1996. She is Managing Editor of

the North Carolina Medical Journal.
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l ull-Bodied Expressions of Modern Life

Modern Dance and the American 20th

( entur)

I lie Palestinian Experience l

l)4,s-IWN:

I Jispossession, I )iaspora, and

i Occupation

Originals from the Archives

—

( elebrating Duke's 75th Anniversary

A sellout crowd of two hun-

dred attended the 1999 Friends of

the Library dinner and annual busi-

ness meeting at the Searle Center

on March 25. Guest speaker Tom

Wolfe was undoubtedly the attrac-

tion Wearing his signature white

suit, Wolfe entertained the audience

with a reading from his current

bestseller A Man in Full as well as

with stories about the people and

events that inspired the book's writ-

ing. Wolfe was interviewed the next

day in University Librarian David

Femero's office by Susan Kauffmann

for the Raleigh News & Observer

about his next project. Wolfe

reports that he has begun doing

research for a novel that will have a

university setting.

Preceding Tom Wolfe's talk,

Friends chairman Liz Roland presided

at the group's annual business meet-

ing. The agenda included reports of

committees, the election of officers

and executive committee members,

and old and new business.

For the Book Collectors Contest

Committee, Professor Richard Kunst

awaided prizes to the student win-

ners. Silviu Anghel took first place

in the undergraduate category, and

Ronald Bobroff was the

graduate/professional student win-

ner. Each received a $300 Gothic

Bookshop gift certificate. The

Jeremy North Book Collectors

Contest is co-sponsored by the

Gothic Bookshop and the Friends of

Duke University Library

Reporting for the Preservation

Fund Committee, Dot Brock gave an

update on progress toward funding

the Friends Preservation

Endowment, which was announced

at the 1998 dinner Since that

announcement more than $60,000

of the requisite $100,000 has been

contributed.

Ginger Wilson presented the

Nominating Committee's candi-

dates for Executive Committee

membership: nominated to fill

Sterly Wilder's unexpired term end-

ing in 2003, Sam McKnight; nomi-

nated to fill Shirley Strobel's unex-

pired term ending in 2002, Melissa

Malouf. Nominated for five-year

terms ending in 2004 were Lynne

Alexander, Larry Hines, Catherine

Petroski, and Marion Shepard.

Michael Glotsbecker '00 was nomi-

nated for the 1 -year student term.

All nominees were elected by accla-

mation.

For the offices of vice-chair-

man and chairman respectively,

Louise Maynor and Liz Roland were

elected to one-year terms, succeed-

ing themselves.

Under old business Mrs. Roland

reminded members of the last lec-

ture in the 1998/99 Engaging

Faculty series. Mrs. Roland invited all

present to attend Professor Ronald

Witt's lecture,"ln the Footsteps of

the Ancients,"on April 1

Introducing new business, Mrs.

Roland reported the resounding

success of the study break the

Friends hosted for students in

December during exams. Mrs.

Roland called for volunteers to par-

ticipate in a study break at the end

of the spring semester.

In the final item of new busi-

ness, it was announced that David

Ferriero had offered to sponsor

classes this spring for members of

the Friends who would like to learn

how to use resources accessible

through the Library's on-line cata-

log and other sources on the Web.

Planning has already begun for

next year's Friends events. The

speakers for the 1999/2000

Engaging Faculty series will be

announced in June. Members of

the Friends will receive mailed

announcements of all events,

including the 2000 dinner and

business meeting, which has been

scheduled for Thursday, April 6.
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Disappearing in a

Cloud of Smoke

The April 21 deadline for the

removal of all U.S. billboards adver-

tising tobacco products had an

unanticipated impact on the Duke

libraries. The story begins with a

telephone call from the New York

r/mes to Ellen Gartrell, director of

the John W. Hartman Center for

Sales, Advertising and Marketing

History at the Duke Special

Collections Library. The Times want-

ed images of tobacco advertise-

ments to use in an article about the

demise of tobacco.

The Times call to Duke was an

indication of the prominence of

the Hartman Center's collection

and, in this instance, the strength of

its Outdoor Advertising Archives.

Gartrell drew on the OAA's rich

holdings for photographs of

tobacco billboards, which appeared

with the April 1 9 New York Times

article.

And then the deluge began 1

Within twenty-four hours Ms.

Gartrell had heard from the Atlanta

Constitution and the Los Angeles

Times, radio stations in Syracuse

and Philadelphia, and the BBC and

CNN. These calls brought additional

inquiries about the availability of

images as well as requests for inter-

views. The Durham CNN affiliate

filmed tobacco poster/billboard

images at the Hartman Center and

used clips from the footage in their

April 21 news broadcasts.

To learn more about the

Hartman Center, visit their Web site at

http://scriptorium.lib.duke.edu/

hartman/.

Bringing in the Green!

As a designated priority in Duke University's $1.5 billion Capital Campaign, the Library is garnering wide sup-

port. At the end of April 1 999, the Perkins Library System had accrued $ 1 4,845,997, or 49.5% of its overall target of

$30,000,000. The Library's fundraising goal comprises specific priorities that were identified in the Library's strategic

plan. The priorities and amounts raised to date are $15 million for the renovation of Perkins Library, $9.5 million for

the enrichment of the collections, $ 1 .5 million for the preservation of the collections.and $4 million for technology.

A Major Gifts Committee, led by Duke Trustee Karl von der Heyden, has been formed to assist the Library in

making its case to supporters of the University who may not know of the Library's needs. This committee will help

in identifying and developing approaches to individuals, corporations, and foundations capable of making major

contributions to the Library's capital, endowment, a nd programmatic priorities.

To request a copy of the Libraries Campaign Case Statement, which details the particulars of the campaigner

to obtain additional information, please contact the Library Development Office at (919) 660-5805 or e-mail

Library_Development@valkyrie.oit.duke.edu.

We regret that Mr. Dale E.Eaton's

name was misplaced in the list of

donors that appeared in the Winter

1998 issue of the magazine. Mr.

Eaton's name should have been listed

among the sponsors.
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GramoFile

The Biology Project

The Biology Project, winner of over a dozen awards, is an interactive on-line

resource for learning biology. The site includes real-life applications of biology and up-

to-date research findings, as well as career options in biology.

The contents of the Biology Project are organized in broad categories such as cell

biology and biochemistry. For each of these there are practice sets and tutorials, addi-

tional WWW resources, and, in some cases, activities.

Developed at the University of Arizona, this easily navigated and richly illustrated

site has been tested on thousands of students Although designed for biology students

at the college and high school level, it is equally useful for medical students, physicians,

science writers, and other interested people

Music lovers will enjoy GramoFile, a database of

over 24,000 classical music reviews that have

appeared in the British journal Gramophone since

March 1983. Search options include composer, title,

orchestra, conductor, record company, solo artist, or

reviewer. GramoFile is updated monthly, but the on-

line reviews appear three months after the publication

of the print edition of the magazine.

GramoFile also features an A-Z title index of

Gramophone articles and links to other sites of related

interest. And for those who just can't get enough

information, GramoFile now lists alphabetically by

record company recordings that have not been

reviewed in Gramophone The number to date is

25,000. First-time visitors to GramoFile will be asked

to fill in a registration form.

Gateway Service Center for Chinese Academic Journal Publications

China scholars rejoice! This Web site is for you.

Funded by a National Leadership Grant from the

Federal Institute for Museum and Library Services from

1998 to 2000,the University of Pittsburgh Library

System has established a demonstration Gateway

Service Center for Chinese Academic Journal

Publications Through this Center, any U.S. researcher

can obtain from selected Chinese libraries full-text

Chinese language journal articles not otherwise avail-

able in this country. Journal articles are transmitted via

the Internet to Pittsburgh from the Chinese library that

holds the journal. The articles are then printed and sent

by mail to their requestors.This is the first global

resource sharing and document delivery program

between American libraries and Chinese libraries.The

research libraries partnering with the University of

Pittsburgh are Peking University and Tsinghua

University in Beijing, Fudan University and Shanghai

Jiaotong University in Shanghai, the Chinese University

of Hong Kong.and Academia Sinica of Taiwan

Out Of-Print Bookstores

Both of these sites serve as intermediaries, offering old, used, and rare books for

sale by thousands of booksellers around the world. Bibliofind claims to have nine mil-

lion books; Advanced Book Exchange (abebooks) calls itself the"World's Largest Source

of Out of Print Material." Searching these sites is free of charge. When you find a book,

you can use the on-line order pages to purchase it from the bookseller Both sites pro-

vide a facility for creating a personal want list, which will be checked periodically

against their databases.

If you would like to

recommend a web site

for inclusion in a

future issue of Duke

University Libraries,

contact Joline Ezzell at

jre@mail.lib.duke.edu.



collections highlight

Testaments to the Holocaust

Manuscripts and Rare Printed Materials from

London's Wiener Library

With the recent purchase of microfilmed sections of the

Wiener Library's unique holdings, the Duke University Library hai

significantly enriched its already important collections document-

ing the Holocaust. Currently available in the Library are the first

four parts of Series One: Archives of the Wiener Library, London,

edited by Ben Barkow. A printed guide listing the contents of

every reel accompanies each part.

The first part of the series, consisting of 45 reels, covers

National Socialism propaganda texts, including Nazi songbooks,

calendars and elementary school primers that treat a variety of

subjects. The second part features some 1200 eyewitness accounts

of the Holocaust. Among these there are rare, mostly anonymous

reports gathered after the November Pogrom of 1938, some writ-

ten within a day or two of

the events. The docu-

ments contained on Reels

47 to 63 were assembled

after 1955, before most

Holocaust (a word that

was not in use then) wit-

nesses began to speak.

However, the writers of

these memoirs were anx-

ious to record their expe-

riences while the memory

of them was still fresh.

Duke Professor of history

Claudia Koonz comments

that while such memoirs

and eyewitness accounts

have rarely been used in

the past, they are playing

an increasingly important role in historical research.

Part three contains Wiener Library publications, dating

from 1934 to the mid-1960s, and includes the Wiener Library

Bulletin, which was published from 1946 to 1965. The fourth part

contains some 4,000 rare photographs, which poignantly docu-

ment the persecution and destruction of Europe's Jews. The pic-

tures originated mostly in Germany and Czechoslovakia. Many

are family photographs; others depict events of the day and often

feature Adolf Hitler. There are abundant graphic examples of

anti-Semitic propaganda: one wall chart illustrates Germanic

racial types and another contrasts "Aryan" and "Jewish" racial

characteristics in children.

The history of the Wiener Library is entwined with the era

it documents. The Library's founder, Dr. Alfred Wiener ( 1885-

Above right: Ludwig Neumann after his release from Dachau concentration camp,

where he was probably taken as a preliminary to the "Aryanisation" of the hrm of

Neumann & Mendel in October 1938

Above The Essen factory, showing the factory name changed to mark its

"Aryanisation"

1964), was born in Potsdam and served during World War I in the

German Army, where he was decorated with the Iron Cross.

During the 1920s, increasingly alarmed by the rise of extreme

right-wing groups, he set about collecting all available information

about the Nazi Party. In a few years he had amassed some 200,000

items. When Hitler came to power in 1933, the archive was closed

down anil hidden. It is presumed to have been lost or destroyed

during the war.

Wiener and his family

went into exile in Holland,

where he helped found the

Jewish Central Information

Office (JCIO). Within a few

years, the situation in Holland

became untenable, and Dr.

Wiener moved the JCIO to

London in 1939. During the

war it served the British govern-

ment as an important source of

information about the Nazi

regime, although Dr. Wiener himself spent the war

years in the United States. Unfortunately, Dr.

Wiener's family and several members of the JCIO

staff remained stranded in Amsterdam when the

I German army invaded. They were arrested and

6 deported to Bergen-Belsen, where some of them

§ died. Wiener's wife and children survived, but Mrs.

= Wiener was so weakened by the ordeal that she died

§ within a few hours of being freed.

During the 1940s and 1950s, the JCIO in

London (soon to be named the Wiener Library) con-

centrated on assisting with the prosecution of war

criminals, helping individuals with restitution claims,

and collecting eyewitness accounts. After Wiener

died in 1964, Walter Laquer became the Library's

director. He broadened the its activities by organizing public lec-

tures and conferences, which were fundamental to the develop-

ment of the academic study of the Nazi era and the Holocaust.

By the mid-1970s, after years of deterioration, the Wiener

Library's financial situation had become desperate. The

University of Tel Aviv helped with funding and eventually provid-

ed a secure home for part of the book collection after it had been

preserved on microfilm. Today, the Wiener Library in London

continues as Britain's leading resource center for the study of Nazi

Germany and the Holocaust.

Helene Baumann

Librarian for Western European Studies
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Name(s)

IR'kl AIF II IATION (i. HAUL A 1 1, EACULTV, STAFE, PARENT, ERIEND)

ADDRESS CITY STATE /IP

YES! I want to support ihike University Library by making a gift at the following level:

$ 10,000 Bibliophile (also President's Council

)

$ 5,000 Benefactor (also Few Associates

)

) $2,500 Subscriber Washington Duke Club Fellow

$ 1,000 Sponsor Washington Duke Club)

$ 500 Patron

$ 100 Sustainer

$50 Member

$ Other

My employer will match this gift. Please enclose employer's matching gift form.

My gift should be designated for

The Library Annual Fund

The Friends of the Library:

The

Other

Method of payment

Check ( make check payable to Duke University)

Credit card: (Master Card/Visa/American Express)

A< i i ii 'nt # Expiration Dai e Signature

Stock (Please call 91 9-684-2338 for instructions)

Faculty/staff payroll deduction of $ ($5/month minimum)

Pledge to be paid by June 30

I have included the Duke Library in my will

I would like information on how to make a bequest to the Duke Library

Please send this form (or a copy) with your contribution to the

Duke University Library, Box 90197, Durham, NC 27708-0197

Program Support Book Fund Preservation Endowment Fund

Endowment
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